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Abstract 
Natural environments offer potential for recovery from stress; also referred to as mental 
restoration. With continuing urbanisation, this emphasizes the importance of opportunities to 
spend time in urban nature. The purpose of this field study was to examine the restorative 
potential of specific spots that differ on level of naturalness and level of noise, in the area that 
will become Singelpark in Leiden. To constrict the duration of participation in the study, the 
park was divided in two routes: Route South and Route North. Participants (N = 100) were 
randomly assigned to the routes. During the walk participants filled in questionnaires about all 
12 spots of each route. We used self-report measures to register perceived restorative potential, 
naturalness, noise, safety, beauty, familiarity and historical character. Results showed that 
naturalness, noise and safety were significant predictors of the restorative potential of the 
environmental spots. Additionally, an interaction effect was found of noise and naturalness on 
restorative potential. This interaction effect showed that noise has a less detrimental effect on 
restorative potential for relatively natural spots than for relatively urban spots, which is in 
contrast to our hypothesis. Noise was also found to be a significant predictor of perceived 
safety. These results confirmed most of our hypotheses and yielded recommendations for the 
further development of the Singelpark. This study is an important baseline measure of the 
current evaluation of the area and can be used as the base for a follow-up study once the plans 
for the Singelpark are realized. 
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Introduction 
Cities in the Netherlands are growing. Currently 75 percent of the Dutch population is living 
in urban areas. In the years between 2006 and 2010, the Randstad, which is a region 
comprising the four largest cities of the Netherlands, grew with 225.000 people and these 
urban areas are expected to continue to grow over the course of the following years (Nabielek, 
Hamers, & Evers, 2016). As a result of urbanization, environmental degradation and lifestyle 
changes, people nowadays have less opportunities to spend time in nature (Hartig, Mitchell, 
De Vries & Frumkin, 2014). Because of this decrease in contact with nature, people might 
miss out on the health benefits that natural environments have compared to urban 
environments. Constructing urban parks can offer a solution for this problem. Even short term 
exposure to urban green spaces, such as urban parks, can have positive effects on well-being 
and recovery from stress (Tyrväinen et al., 2014). Based on this knowledge, an increasing 
number of cities is investing in the creation of urban green spaces. The current study is about 
an urban park in Leiden that will soon be realized, called the Singelpark. 
Benefits of exposure to nature 
The finding that natural environments have a restorative potential for well-being is 
well established. The beneficial effects of nature include a positive effect on emotional states, 
a decrease in physiological activity and a positive effect on attentional functioning: the degree 
to which one is able to focus or hold attention (Ulrich et al., 1991). According to McMahan 
and Estes (2015), even brief contact with nature can have a positive effect on emotional states. 
They conducted a meta-analytic review in which they analysed 32 studies that examined the 
effect of exposure to nature. This could either be real, sensory exposure to nature or exposure 
to nature through laboratory simulations. Most studies included in the meta-analysis 
compared the effects of natural environments to the effects of exposure to urban environments. 
The results indicate that even brief contact with nature improves subjective well-being, 
compared to contact with urban environments.  
 A systematic review conducted by Bowler, Buyung-Ali, Knight and Pullin (2010) 
yielded similar findings. They analysed the results of 25 studies that all examined the effect of 
exposure to nature compared to exposure to an urban environment, while participants 
performed a similar activity. This short term exposure mostly consisted of running or walking 
through the environment. The data provided evidence that natural environments have a 
beneficial effect on self-reported emotions. Additionally, the data also support the finding that 
contact with nature can have a positive effect on attentional functioning.  
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Stress reduction 
 Amongst these general beneficial health effects of nature, there is one specific effect 
that needs further explanation. Contact with nature has the potential to facilitate stress 
recovery. Stress can be defined as a psychological, physiological and often behavioural 
response to a situation that threatens or impairs well-being (Baum et al., 1985; as discussed in 
Ulrich et al., 1991). Ulrich and colleagues (1991) examined the effect of exposure to nature 
on stress recovery, compared to exposure to an urban environment. Skin conductance, heart 
period, muscle tension and pulse transit time, which is correlated to blood pressure, recovered 
faster when participants were exposed to the natural environment than the urban environment. 
Results indicated that exposure to nature has a positive effect on psychological and 
physiological recovery from stress. 
 Whenever people encounter a stressor or a threat, the body reacts with a stress-
response. To respond quickly to the stressor or threat, the body mobilizes energy. This is 
paired with changes in the nervous system, which in turn causes an increase in heart rate, 
blood pressure and breathing rate. There is also a shift in cognitive and sensory functioning 
(Sapolsky, 2004). Walter Cannon formulated the “fight-or-flight” syndrome to describe the 
stress-response, because the body is preparing itself to flight or fight. What is striking about 
this stress-response, is that it is to a large degree the same for every stressor. Whether you are 
chased by a wild animal, or you are stressed preparing for a school presentation, the body 
reacts with the same, general stress-response (Sapolsky, 2004).  
 To stop the stress-response and to make the body go back to balance, the situation has 
to be perceived as safe again. Safety also determines which mind-state is active. When a 
situation is perceived as safe, this allows for a restorative mind-state (Andringa & Lanser, 
2013). Therefore, a natural environment has to be perceived as safe to be restorative. 
Health benefits of nature and restoration 
There are different pathways through which contact with nature can benefit health and 
well-being. One of these pathways is through the restorative potential of nature. According to 
the systematic review by Hartig and colleagues (2014) of studies on the effects of nature on 
health and well-being, three other pathways through which nature can lead to health benefits 
can be distinguished. These pathways are not part of the restorative potential of nature but 
influence other factors that have in turn an effect on health and well-being. The first is 
through air quality. Trees, plants and bushes are known to have an influence on the 
surrounding air quality and air quality may in turn influence health and well-being. Contact 
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with nature can also lead to health benefits because it offers opportunities for physical activity, 
that is related to health and well-being. Also, contact with nature can increase social cohesion. 
Positive social relationships have a positive effect on health and well-being.   
But, as stated earlier, contact with nature can also lead to stress-reduction. This 
reduction in stress can in turn lead to positive effects on health and well-being (Hartig et al., 
2014). This is referred to as the restorative potential of nature. Restoration can be defined as 
the completion or recovery of physiological, psychological and social resources. These 
resources are often depleted by stressors, demands or tasks that people encounter in daily life 
(Hartig, 2007). Contact with nature can reduce stress because it creates a perceived distance 
between a person and the stressors or reduces the perceptual importance of the stressor. This 
relief from stress can help people to restore their depleted resources.  
An example of the restorative potential of nature comes from Kuo and Sullivan (2001). 
They examined the effects of the living environment on aggression that is caused by mental 
fatigue. They compared people living in buildings with nearby nature (e.g. trees and grass) to 
people living in buildings with primarily urban surroundings. They found that the people 
living in the more urban areas reported more violence and aggression than people living in the 
“greener” buildings. This effect was completely mediated by attentional functioning. 
Attentional functioning is a measure for mental fatigue. This indicates that the presence of 
nature has a restorative effect on mental or attentional fatigue.  
However, attentional fatigue also has an influence on perceived restorative potential of 
an environment. Hartig and Staats (2006) found that natural environments are perceived as 
more restorative than urban environments, but that individuals that are more fatigued, rated 
natural environments as even more restorative than people that are less fatigued. Thus, an 
increased need for restoration, influences the perceived restorative potential of an 
environment. Attentional fatigue and the relationship it has with restoration will be further 
explained by the Attention Restoration Theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1995). 
Restoration Theories 
There are multiple theories explaining the restorative effect of nature. Kaplan and 
Kaplan (1995) proposed the Attention Restoration Theory (ART). ART proposes that nature 
has the potential to restore depleted sources of attention. It distinguishes between two sources 
of attention. The first is directed or voluntary attention, which requires effort, is necessary to 
focus and prevents distraction by inhibitory processes. Directed attention is sensitive to 
fatigue and has a limited capacity. Depletion of this resource by prolonged directed attention 
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for a demand, task, stressor, situation or behavior can cause feelings of attentional fatigue. 
The other mode of attention is involuntary or spontaneous attention, which requires no effort. 
When a person enters a situation that allows for the involuntary mode, directed attention is 
able to rest. This allows for recovery from attentional fatigue and the depletion of directed 
attention resources.  
 There are four components that characterize a restorative person-environment 
interaction (Kaplan, 1995). The first main component is fascination, which can be described 
as effortless attention. Fascination can be divided in hard- and soft fascination. Hard 
fascination is an intense form of fascination. It requires all attention and leaves no room to 
think about anything else. Soft fascination is less intense and holds attention while still 
allowing opportunity to reflect on problems, worries and possible solutions for these 
demanding matters. Soft fascination is more suitable to enhance restoration, because it leaves 
room for reflection (Herzog, Black, Fountaine & Knotts, 1997). The second component is the 
sense of “being away”. The person has to perceive a psychological distance from the 
situations and tasks that demand directed attention. The third component is that an 
environment has to have extent. This means that is has to be rich in stimuli but still has to be 
coherent. The fourth component is compatibility. The environment has to be in line with the 
purposes of the person.  
Noise 
From the findings and theories stated earlier, it becomes clear that visual 
characteristics of natural environments have a restorative potential and can benefit recovery 
from stress. However, sound is also an important factor in the restorative potential of a natural 
environment. Benfield and colleagues (2010) compared the affective and aesthetic 
assessments of natural environments in a traffic noise condition, nature sounds condition and 
a quiet condition. They found that the presence of traffic noise had a negative impact on 
affective and aesthetic assessments of the environment, compared to nature sounds or the 
quiet condition. Alvarsson, Wiens and Nilsson (2010) found that people recover faster from 
physiological stress when they hear nature sounds compared to when they hear traffic noise. 
Skin conductance (SCL) recovered faster when participants heard nature sounds.  
This finding can be explained by ART. According to Hartig (2007), noise can be a factor that 
is distracting from the current activity and thus, it has to be warded off. It demands directed 
attention. According to ART, restoration is only possible when a situation allows for 
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involuntary attention. The experience of noise prevents this and therefore interferes with the 
restoration processes. 
Jahncke, Eriksson and Naula (2015) examined the effects of noise on perceived 
restorative qualities of pictures of urban nature and pictures of an open-plan office. In their 
research, restorative qualities were defined as “the sense of being away” and “fascination”, 
which are two components of ART. Different noise effects consisted of nature sounds, 
quietness (no-noise control), broadband noise and office noise. Participants rated the 
restorative qualities of the environment, fascination and the sense of being away, highest 
when they heard nature sounds or quietness. Fascination was rated lowest when participants 
heard broadband noise, the sense of being away was rated lowest when participants heard 
office noise. These findings were evident when participants rated the natural picture (the 
natural environment) as well as the open-plan office picture (the urban environment). They 
also found an interaction effect between noise and naturalness on restoration. They found that 
when there is a congruence between the visual and auditory characteristics of an environment, 
they amplify one another. Thus, whenever the visual and auditory stimuli both contain some 
restorative properties, this congruence causes a boost in ratings of restorative potential. 
Incongruence, in turn, causes a steep decline in ratings. Therefore, in the study of Jahncke, 
Eriksson and Naula (2015), the interaction effects holds that the presence of noise caused a 
steeper decline in restoration in the natural settings than in the urban settings. These results 
indicate that noise indeed interferes with the perceived restorative potential of an environment 
and that noise and naturalness can interact in their effect on restorative potential. 
As discussed earlier, safety is also an important factor in the restorative potential of 
environments. Noise can have an influence on perceived safety. According to the model of 
Andringa and Lanser (2013), chaotic sounds, such as loud traffic noises, can be indicators of 
unsafety. These indicators of unsafety may cause a state of alertness, during which the body is 
prepared to react to potential danger. This interferes with the potential for restoration, because 
it demands directed attention. According to ART, restoration is only possible when a situation 
allows for involuntary attention. 
The Singelpark 
The Singelpark is a very important concept in Leiden. At the moment, the area 
consists of multiple separate green spaces along the singels of Leiden. But all those separate 
parks have the potential to become one big, connected ring of parks. This circle of parks will 
be around the medieval city, that is full of historic buildings and monuments. And that is 
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exactly what the plan is: to create the first linear park that goes in a full circle and that offers 
biodiversity, breathing space and ecological connection. The park will also contain a lot of 
historical buildings with monumental value (LOLA, 2012).  
The park will be designed in such a way that it matches with the wishes and needs of 
Leiden’s residents and offers an escape from the busy city. The residents should feel at ease in 
the park and therefore, the architects try to involve the residents in de design of the park. 
However, at the moment there are roads running through the park and nearby the park. In 
order to make people perceive the park as a green space and to optimize park experience, the 
designers consider adjusting the current design of the area (LOLA, 2012). Besides the fact 
that the visual aspects of roads might decrease park experience, roads also go hand in hand 
with noise. As discussed earlier, noise has an adverse effect on the perceived restorative 
potential of environments and can even cause annoyance. Gaining more insight in how people 
judge the park as it currently is, could lead to recommendations about the design of the 
Singelpark. This baseline measure also creates the possibility to compare the current situation 
with the future situation, once the park is realized. 
The present study and hypotheses 
The aim of this study is to investigate how (traffic) noise affects the restorative 
potential of the Singelpark. In line with the earlier discussed studies on the restorative 
potential of urban and natural environments and with the Attention Restoration Theory, we 
expect that participants experience higher levels of restorative potential in the natural sections 
of the Leiden Singelpark than in the urban sections of the future park (Hypothesis 1).  
 As discussed earlier, noise can interfere with the restorative potential of an 
environment. Jahncke, Eriksson and Naula (2015) found that noise has a restricting effect on 
the perceived restorative qualities of an environment. In line with these results, we expect that 
noise has a restricting effect on restoration and thus, that restorative potential will be rated 
lower in environmental sections with (traffic) noise than in sections without (traffic) noise 
(Hypothesis 2). We expect that noise has a different effect on restoration in urban 
environments than in natural environments, because a congruence between visual and 
auditory stimuli boosts evaluations of restoration, especially when both input sources contain 
some restorative properties (Jahncke, Eriksson & Naula, 2015). Thus, we expect that noise 
has a more detrimental effect on restorative potential in the natural sections than in the urban 
sections, because noise causes an incongruence between auditory and visual characteristics in 
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the natural sections, but not in the urban sections (Hypothesis 3) We expect that restorative 
potential the urban settings is less sensitive to noise.  
Noise can serve as an indicator of unsafety (Andringa and Lanser, 2013) and thus, 
noise is expected to have a negative effect on safety. Because perceived safety is necessary 
for restoration, we expect that sections of the park that score low on safety will also be rated 
lower on restorative potential than sections that score high on safety (Hypothesis 4). We 
expect that sections high on noise score lower on safety (Hypothesis 5).  
Method 
Participants and design 
Hundred participants between the age of fifteen and seventy-one participated in the 
experiment (mean age = 34,6, 76% female). Participants were recruited by a variety of means. 
They were personally asked to participate, were recruited by the use of the SONA website of 
Leiden University (http://ul.sona-systems.com) or through posts in interest groups about 
Leiden or Singelpark on Facebook. They were also recruited by an announcement in the 
electronic newsletter of the Singelpark. Participants participated voluntarily and received a 
compensation of 8 euro. 
The study had a descriptive design with a systematic selection of environmental spots. 
The spots were chosen in such a way that they differed on naturalness (natural versus urban) 
and amount of noise. The spots were compared on their restorative potential scores to 
investigate how noise influences the restorative potential of natural and urban sections of the 
park. In this study, the Singelpark was divided into two routes: Route South and Route North. 
Both routes were walked in two different orders to control for order effects. Participants were 
randomly assigned to one of these routes and orders. For participants walking Route South, 
the study consisted of 20 measurements during which restorative potential, noise annoyance 
and safety were measured for every participant. 12 of these measuring moments were about 
specific spots on the route and 8 of these measurement moments were about homogenous 
segments on the route. The data about the segments is only relevant for the study of Liza Heij 
and was therefore not used in this study. For participants walking Route North, the study 
consisted of 23 measurement moments during which restorative potential, annoyance and 
safety were measured for every participant. 12 of these measuring moments were about 
specific spots on the route and 11 of these measurement moments were about homogenous 
segments on the route (again, the data of these segments is not used in this study). The 
dependent variable was the restorative potential of the different spots of the Singelpark. This 
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was measured by scores on items about restoration (Staats, Kieviet, & Hartig, 2003). This 
study investigated how noise, safety and naturalness of the environment affects the restorative 
potential of the park.  
Environmental setting  
The walking routes were both part of what will become the Singelpark in Leiden. To 
make sure that the walk was not too long, the park was divided in 2 routes: Route North, 
which is located mostly north of the Rijn and Route South which is mostly located South of 
the Rijn. Both routes had approximately the same length: Route South comprised a walk of 
approximately 3,3 km and Route North comprised a walk of approximately 3,8 km. Both 
routes contained natural as well as urban spots. Figure 1 shows route 1 and route 2 on a map 
of the Singelpark.  
 
 
Figure 1. The division of the park in Route South and Route North. 
 
To examine the effect of noise on restorative potential, 12 specific spots were selected on 
each route. The allocation of spots on the route and the environmental features that the spots 
contain was validated by a landscape architect. Figure 2 shows the specific spots on Route 
North and figure 3 shows specific spots on Route South, together with the spots where the 
participants start and finish the walk. 
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Figure 2. Specific spots on Route North. 
 
 
Figure 3. Specific spots on Route South. 
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Measures  
Restoration. A scale about restoration was used to measure perceived restorative 
potential of the different environmental settings. This scale consists of a selection of 2 items 
from another questionnaire (Staats, Kieviet, & Hartig, 2003). The questions were rated on a 7 
point Likert Scale from 1, not at all to 7, very much: “In this environment I unwind” and “In 
this environment I get new energy” (Appendix D).  
Naturalness. To measure whether an environment is perceived as urban or natural, 
participants had to answer the following question on a 7 point Likert Scale from 1, completely 
built to 7, completely natural: “To what extent would you describe this environment as built or 
natural?” (Appendix D). 
Safety. To examine the relationship between safety and the restorative potential of the 
different spots in the park, participants answered an item about safety during the measuring 
moments. The item was rated on a 7 point Likert Scale from 1, not at all to 7, very much: “In 
this environment I feel safe” (Appendix D). 
Noise. Perceived noise was measured by 2 items selected from a questionnaire that 
was used to measure aircraft noise annoyance (Staats, 1991). The questions were rated on a 5 
point Likert Scale from 1, not at all to 5, very much: “Do you feel like there is a lot of traffic 
noise during your visit in this area?” and “How annoying is this noise to you?” (Appendix D). 
Attentional fatigue. To measure differences in need for restoration, participants filled 
in a scale about attentional fatigue. This scale contains 4 items about the emotional aspects of 
attentional fatigue and 4 items about the behavioural aspects of attentional fatigue. The items 
were part of a large questionnaire used by Staats, Kieviet and Hartig (2003). Participants were 
asked to fill in this scale before the walk and directly after the walk. Before the walk, 
participants filled in all 8 items about attentional fatigue (Appendix A). After the walk, they 
filled in 4 of these items (Appendix B). The sets of items were different to make it less 
obvious to the participants that the same construct was measured before and after the walk. 
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Current emotional state. A persons’ current emotional state could have an influence 
on the way the environment is perceived. In order to be able to examine whether the 
emotional state at pre-test has an influence on the restorative potential, participants had to fill 
in a questionnaire about six different emotions. Participants had to rate to what extent these 
emotions were applicable to them at that moment, on a 7 point Likert Scale from 1, not at all 
to 7, very much (Appendix C). This questionnaire is based on the circumplex model of 
Russell and Barrett (1999). According to Russell and Barrett, emotions can be structured 
along two dimensions: pleasure and arousal. 
Appreciation. Appreciation of the spots was measured by the following question: “I 
think this spot is beautiful”, rated on a 7 point Likert Scale from 1, not at all to 7, very 
beautiful (Appendix D). 
Historicalness. The extent to which the character of the environment is historical was 
examined by the following question: “I think this environment has a … character”, which was 
rated on a 7 point Likert Scale from 1, modern character to 7, historical character (Appendix 
D). 
Familiarity. To measure how familiar the participants were with a specific spot in the 
park, participants had to answer the following question on a 5 point Likert Scale from 1, 
totally unfamiliar to 5, very familiar: “How familiar is this place to you?” (Appendix D).  
Weather conditions. The data collection was carried out in March/April, when the 
park was green and temperature was moderately high. In case of extreme weather (e.g. rain, 
extreme wind), the experiments were planned to be cancelled. Because it never rained at the 
moments of testing, it was not necessary to cancel any experiments. For every participant, the 
weather conditions were listed. Weather conditions comprised a measure of temperature, 
measured in degrees and a measure of cloudiness, rated by the experimenters on a 4 point 
Likert Scale from 1, sunny to 4, heavily cloudy. 
Procedure 
After the participants arrived, the experimenter gave a brief explanation of the study. 
When the explanation was understood, the participant signed the informed consent. Then, 
each participant filled in a questionnaire that measured attentional fatigue. This was done to 
control for individual differences in need for restoration. Then, each participant filled in the 
questionnaire about the current emotional state. 
Participants were randomly assigned to either Route South or Route North and one of 
the two different orders. On the 12 specific spots per route, participants paused briefly to fill 
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in the questionnaires with scales about restorative potential, safety, noise, naturalness and 
familiarity of that specific spot. Participants also filled in questionnaires after each 
homogenous segment. However, the data about the segments was not used in this study. 
Filling in the questionnaires took approximately 1,5 minutes. To ensure that the participants 
walked in the right direction and would not get lost during the route, the experimenter gave 
instructions before the walk and the participants received route descriptions on each page of 
the questionnaire and a printed map of the route.  
After the walk, the participants returned to the experimenter, who was located at the 
end of the route. Here, the participants filled in the questionnaire for the last time, but now 
about the entire route. They also filled in the scale that measures attentional fatigue. Then, 
their questionnaires were collected and they also had to fill in questionnaires about their 
demographic profile. Afterwards, participants received their monetary incentive and a 
debriefing.  
Results 
In this experiment, hundred subjects participated in total (N = 100). Each participant was 
randomly assigned to either route South of route North. Both routes were walked by 50 
participants. There were no participants excluded from the analysis.  
Manipulation checks 
 A priori classification of spots 
To investigate the interaction effect between noise and naturalness, two a priori variables 
were created: naturalness (high or low) and noise (high or low). All spots were scored on 
these variables. This a priori classification of spots into different groups, was tested. To check 
whether spots that were a priori chosen as natural (spot 1, 4, 7, 8, 11 and 12 of Route North, 
see Figure 2, and spot 1, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12 of Route South, see Figure 3), indeed scored high on 
naturalness and spots that were chosen as urban (spot 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10 of Route North, see 
Figure 2 and spot 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 11 of Route South, see Figure 3), indeed scored low on 
naturalness, an independent-sample t-test (two-sided) was conducted. The mean score of the 
spots on naturalness (1 = completely built, 7 = completely natural) was the dependent variable 
and the a priori naturalness division was the grouping variable. Results showed that there was 
a significant difference on naturalness between the group of spots that was chosen as “natural” 
(M=4.56, SD=.64) and the group of spots that was chosen as “urban” (M=2.22, SD=.49); 
t(22)= 10.07, p < .001. Levene’s test was not significant (p = .152) so equal variances were 
assumed. To check whether spots that were a priori chosen as “noisy” (1 = no traffic noise at 
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all, 5 = very much traffic noise; spot 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10 of route South and spot 2, 6, 7, 9, 11 and 
12 of Route North) indeed scored high on noise and whether the spots that were chosen as 
“less noisy” indeed scored low on noise, another an independent-samples t-test (two-sided) 
was conducted. Mean scores on noise of the spots were included as the dependent variable 
and the a priori division of noise level was the grouping variable. Results showed that there 
was a significant difference in noise between the group of spots that was chosen as “noisy” 
(M=3.70, SD=.45) and the group of spots that was chosen as “less noisy” (M=2.44, SD=.55); 
t(22)= 6.13, p < .001. Levene’s test was not significant (p = .541) so equal variances were 
assumed. These results indicate that the a priori classification of the spots in groups with 
different levels of noise and different levels of naturalness, is in line with the mean scores of 
the spots on these variables. 
Checks and scale construction 
Age. In order to test for differences between the routes in age of the participants, a 
two-sided independent-samples t-test was carried out, with age as the dependent variable and 
route as the grouping variable. The result showed no significant differences between the mean 
age of Route South (M=35.94, SD=18.25) and Route North (M=33,30, SD=15,17); 
t(94.83)= .79, p = .433. Levene’s test was significant (p = .036) so equal variances were not 
assumed. The result suggests that there was no age difference between participants in the two 
routes. 
Restorative potential scores. Restorative potential was measured by the two 
restoration items: “In this environment I unwind” and “In this environment I get new energy”. 
To test if these two items were measuring the same construct, reliability analysis were 
conducted for these items. This was done for these pairs of items on all spots on Route South 
and all spots on Route North. For most of these pairs of restoration items, Cronbach’s alpha 
was high ( > .80). Only for spot 5 of Route South, Cronbach’s alpha was below .80 ( = .72). 
Because this is still relatively high, all pairs of restoration items were recalculated into a new 
variable, the mean of the two items, for each spot. This new variable was used in the analyses. 
Order effects. To test for differences in restorative potential as a result of the order 
that the route was walked, a total restoration score was computed for both routes. This was 
done by adding up the mean restoration scores of all spots per route. To test if there was a 
difference in total restorative potential score between participants that walked Route South 1 
(starting at Molen de Put) and participants that walked Route South 2 (starting at the 
cemetery), a two-sided independent-samples t-test was carried out, with order as the 
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independent variable and total restoration score of route south as the dependent variable. 
Levene’s Test was not significant (p = .587), so equal variances were assumed. The results 
showed no significant difference between scores for order 1 (M=3.59, SD= .74) and order 2 
(M=3.76, SD= .66); t(47)= -.86, p = .393. To test if there was a difference in total restorative 
potential score between participants that walked Route North 1 (starting at the cemetery) and 
participants that walked Route North 2 (starting at Molen de Put), a two-sided independent-
samples t-test was carried out, with order as the independent variable and total restoration 
score of all spots together of route south as the dependent variable. Levene’s test was not 
significant (p = .164) so equal variances were assumed. The results showed no significant 
difference between scores for order 1 (M=3.53, SD=.57) and order 2 (M=3.57, SD=.73); 
t(48)= -.20, p = .844. This suggests that the order in which the routes were walked, has no 
effect on total perceived restorative potential.  
To test if there is a difference in restoration scores per spot for the different orders, 
independent-samples t tests (two-sided) were conducted for every spot of Route South, with 
the mean restoration score of every spot as the dependent variable and order as the 
independent variable. Results showed that there was a significant difference between spot 8 
(located in the Plantsoen, natural and relatively low on noise) of order 1 (starting at Molen de 
Put) (M=4.92, SD=1.26) and order 2 (starting at the cemetery) (M=5.66, SD=1.05); t(48)= -
2.26, p = .028. Levene’s test was not significant (p = .475) so equal variances were assumed. 
This indicates that spot 8 was rated higher on restorative potential when Route South was 
walked in order 2 than in order 1. This might be due to the contrast between spot 8 and 9. 
Spot 9 is relatively noisy and natural and spot 8 is very quiet and natural. Because of this 
contrast, participants might rate spot 8 as more restorative than when they are walking in 
opposite direction, since there is not much contrast between spot 7 and 8. 
To test if there is a difference in restoration scores per spot for the different orders of 
Route North, independent-samples t tests (two-sided) were also conducted for every spot of 
Route North, with the mean restoration score of every spot as the dependent variable and 
order as the independent variable. Results showed that there was a significant difference 
between spot 3 (located near the Meelfabriek, urban and relatively low on noise) of order 1 
(starting at the cemetery) (M=2.82, SD=1.16) and order 2 (starting at Molen de Put) (M=3.54, 
SD=1.22); t(48)= -2.14, p = .037. Levene’s test was not significant (p = .987) so equal 
variances were assumed. Restorative potential of spot 3 was rated higher by participants that 
walked order 2 than participants that walked order 1. An explanation for this difference might 
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be that participants that walked order 2 had passed through restorative environments, for 
example the harbour and the Ankerpark. These spots scored relatively high on restorative 
potential (see Table 8). This might have caused the participants to feel quite restored and 
relaxed already, which could have influenced the way they perceived the restorative potential 
of spot 3. For all the other spots, there was no significant difference between the orders. This 
result suggests that spot 3 scores higher on restoration when route North is walked in order 2 
than in order 1. 
To eliminate these order effects, a counterbalanced design was used. Both routes were 
walked in two different orders and the scores of the participants on the two orders, were 
merged.  
Emotional state. As stated earlier, the items measuring emotional state were based on 
the circumplex model of affect by Russell and Barrett (1999). According to Russell and 
Barrett, emotions can be structured along two dimensions: pleasure and arousal. In order to 
reduce data, a principal component analysis was carried out with the six items about 
emotional state at pre-test as factors. Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant 
(X
2
(15)=88.23, p < .001), which indicates that there are correlations between variables that 
differ from zero. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure had a value of .49, which is just below the 
border-value of .50. This indicates that the data might have a factor structure, but that this 
structure is not very clear. However, because the sample size (N=100) is relatively large, PCA 
will still be performed. All communalities are above .60, which indicates that the sample size 
is sufficient.  
 The results of the factor analysis showed three components with an eigenvalue larger 
than 1 (component 1: 1.89, component 2: 1.43, component 3: 1.09). However, in line with the 
theory of Barrett and Russell (1999), the solution with two components gave the best 
interpretable result. Inspection of the factor loadings showed that only “bored” had a high 
loading on component 3. Component 3 therefore was not used. The components were, in line 
with Barrett and Russell (1999), pleasure and arousal. Table 1 shows the un-rotated factor 
loadings on the components. The emotions, pleasure, elatedness, calmness and tenseness all 
have a high loading on the component pleasure. For tenseness, this loading is negative. 
Excitation, calmness and tenseness have high loadings on the component arousal. For 
calmness, this loading is negative. Only boredom does not load high on one of the two 
components. The components pleasure and arousal together explained 55.36% of variance. 
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Table 1. Factor loadings of the items on the components “pleasure” and “arousal”. 
 Component 1 Component 2 
Pleasurable .74 .22 
Excited .31 .73 
Bored -.34 .14 
Elated .77 .35 
Calm .53 -.55 
Tense -.50 .64 
Note: underlined scores represent the factors with |loading| > .40 and < -.40 on the 
components. 
 
According to these findings, the items measuring emotional state can be transformed 
into two new variables: pleasure and arousal. The new variable “pleasure” was computed by 
multiplying the variables that load higher than .40 or lower than -.40 on component 1 with 
their component loading and subsequently, summing up these scores. The new variable 
“arousal” was computed by multiplying the variables that load high on component 2 with 
their component loading and after that, summing these scores up. The new variables were 
used in the analysis.  
In order to examine whether current emotional state at pre-test had an effect on the 
restorative potential of Route South, a multiple regression analyses was carried out with the 
total restoration score of the route (the sum of the mean scores of the different spots on the 
route) as the dependent variable and pleasure and arousal as the predictors. First, assumptions 
and violations were checked. To check the linearity assumption, the scatterplot of the 
standardized residuals against the standardized predicted values was inspected. The 
scatterplot showed a linear relationship. To check the assumption of normality, the histogram 
was inspected and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was conducted. KS-test was not significant 
D(49)= .11, p = .157), so normality was assumed. There were no outliers or influential data 
points. Results of the MRA show that the model with pleasure and arousal as predictors did 
not explain a significant amount of variance in restorative potential of Route South, 
F(2,46)= .68, p = .511.   
To test if pleasure and arousal had an effect on restorative potential of Route North, 
another MRA was conducted with total restoration score of the route (the sum of the mean 
scores of the different spots on the route) as the dependent variable and pleasure and arousal 
as the predictors. Again, assumptions were checked. There were no signs of homoscedasticity. 
To check the assumption of normality, the histogram of the standardized residuals was 
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checked and KS-test was conducted. The histogram showed no signs of nonlinearity and KS 
test was not significant D(48)= .06, p = .200). Thus, normality was assumed. There were no 
signs of outliers or influential data points. Results of the MRA show that the model with 
pleasure and arousal as predictors did not explain a significant amount of variance in 
restorative potential of Route North, F(2,45)= .65, p = .525. These results indicate that 
restorative potential of the Singelpark was not affected by emotional state at pre-test. 
Attentional fatigue. Attentional fatigue was measured by 8 items; 4 items about the 
emotional aspects of attentional fatigue and 4 items about the behavioural aspects of 
attentional fatigue. The items about the emotional aspects of attentional fatigue were rated on 
a 7 point scale from 1, not at all to 7, very much. The items about the behavioural aspects of 
attentional fatigue were recoded for the reliability analysis. The internal consistency of the 
eight items measuring attentional fatigue was high, with a Cronbach’s alpha of .880. These 
items were recalculated into a new variable, by computing the mean score on the attentional 
fatigue items. This newly computed variable was used in the following analysis. 
 To investigate whether attentional fatigue at pre-test had an influence on the 
restorative potential, a regression analysis with the total restorative potential was carried out 
for Route South and Route North. The total restoration variable was computed by adding up 
all restoration scores of the different spots per route. The mean score on the attentional fatigue 
items was added to the model as a predictor. First, assumptions and violations were checked. 
KS-test was nonsignificant D(49)= .09, p = .200), so normality was assumed. There were no 
outliers or influential data points. The scatterplot also revealed no signs of homoscedasticity 
or nonlinearity. For Route South, the regression model was not significant F(1,47) = 1.28, p 
= .264. This suggests that attentional fatigue was not a predictor of restorative potential of 
Route South. For Route North, another MRA was conducted with total restorative potential of 
the route as dependent variable and mean attentional fatigue score as predictor. Again, 
assumptions and violations were checked. KS-test was nonsignificant D(50)= .07, p = .200), 
so normality was assumed. There were no outliers or influential data points. The scatterplot 
also revealed no signs of homoscedasticity or nonlinearity. The regression analysis for Route 
North, with total restoration as dependent variable and mean scores of attentional fatigue as 
predictor, also showed that the model was not significant F(1,48) = .21, p = .648. These 
results suggest that restorative potential of the routes was not affected by attentional fatigue 
on the pre-test. 
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Hypothesis testing 
The first hypothesis (H1) states that restorative potential is higher in natural 
environments than in urban environments. Thus, participants will experience a higher 
restorative potential on the natural spots of the route than on the urban spots.  
According to the literature, noise can have a restricting effect on the perceived 
restorative qualities of an environment. Thus, the second hypothesis is that the experienced 
restorative potential will be negatively affected by noise (H2). The third hypothesis (H3) is 
about the interaction between naturalness and noise. We expect that noise will have a more 
detrimental effect on restoration in a natural environment than in an urban environment. Noise 
can also have a negative effect on safety and perceived safety is necessary for restoration. 
Thus, we expect that sections of the park that score low on safety will also be rated lower on 
restorative potential than sections that score high on safety (H4). We expect that sections high 
on noise score lower on safety (H5).  
Restorative potential of the different spots of the Singelpark 
To get an overview of the effect that naturalness, noise and safety have on restorative 
potential of the different environmental spots, MRA’s with restorative potential as dependent 
variable were conducted for every spot on Route South and for every spot on Route North. 
Naturalness, safety, and noise were included in the MRA’s as predictors, since it is expected, 
in line with the hypotheses (H1, H2, and H4) that these variables will have an influence on 
restorative potential. To control for the effects of historicalness, familiarity, weather and 
temperature, these variables were also included in the analyses as predictors. To test whether 
there is an interaction effect between noise and naturalness, the interaction variable of noise 
and naturalness was added to the analysis in the second model. This variable was computed 
by multiplying the standardized scores on naturalness with the standardized scores on noise. 
This was done for all 24 spots. The results of all these MRA’s are listed in Table 1. For every 
MRA, assumptions were checked. The first assumption is linearity. To check this assumption, 
scatterplots of standardized residuals against the standardized predicted values were inspected. 
For all MRA’s, the scatterplots showed a linear relationship. To check the assumption of 
normality, histograms were inspected and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were conducted. For 
most spots, KS-test was not significant, and normality was assumed. For spot 2, 4, 7 and 9 of 
Route South and spot 9 and 11 of Route North, KS-test was significant (p < .05) and 
normality could not be assumed. This is not a concern, because F is robust. The third 
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assumption is homoscedasticity. This was also checked with the scatterplots. There was no 
reason for concern. The last assumption is that the errors are independent of one another. This 
study was designed in such a way that scores of one participant could not be related to scores 
of another participant.  
Outliers were also checked with each MRA. A few outliers were found on the 
independent variables and one on the dependent variable. However, since there were no 
outliers with a Cook’s distance of larger than 1 and excluding them from analysis reduces 
generalizability, no outliers were excluded from the analysis.  
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Restorative potential in a natural versus urban environment.  
 Hypothesis 1 states that restorative potential will be higher in a natural environment 
than in an urban environment. The results of the separate regression analyses in Table 1 show 
that naturalness is a significant predictor of restoration for spot 1, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11 and 12 of 
Route South and for spot 2 and 9 of Route North. To test what the overall effect of 
naturalness is on the restorative potential of the different spots of the park, another MRA was 
performed. First, a new dataset was created with mean scores for every spot on naturalness, 
restoration, noise, noise annoyance, safety, historicalness, beauty and familiarity. Thus, in this 
new dataset, the 24 spots were the units of analysis with scores on all the variables. 
It is important to note that case 78 and 89 were not included in the computation of the 
mean score of naturalness of spot 9 of Route North. The MRA’s for each individual spot with 
restoration as dependent variable, were also performed with beauty as the dependent variable. 
This will be further explained in the exploratory analyses. Because the MRA for spot 9 
revealed that case 78 and 89 were outliers on naturalness and were both influential points, 
their scores on naturalness were excluded from computing the mean score of spot 9 on 
naturalness for the new dataset. 
To control for multicollinearity, bivariate correlations between the predictors were 
computed. The Pearson-correlations between the predictors are depicted in Table 3. There is a 
very strong correlation between noise and noise annoyance (p < .001). A correlation that is 
higher than .90 indicates multicollinearity. Therefore, only noise will be included in the MRA. 
The correlation between beauty and safety is also very high (p < .001). Therefore, only safety 
is included in the MRA. This also matches better with the hypotheses that are tested, because 
in hypothesis 4 and 5, predictions are made about safety.  
 
 Table 3. Correlations between all independent variables and restoration. 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. Noise -       
2. Noise annoyance .97*** -      
3. Naturalness -.43* -.47* -     
4. Safety -.76*** -.78*** .63** -    
5. Historical character -.48* -.54** .64** .75*** -   
6. Familiarity .37 .26 -.35 -.15 -.13 -  
7. Beauty -.60** -.62** .81*** .90*** .87*** -.19 - 
8. Restoration -.72*** -.77*** .84*** .91*** .81*** -.26 .95*** 
* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
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With this new dataset, a MRA was performed with the mean restorative potential as 
the dependent variable and the mean scores on noise, naturalness, safety, historicalness and 
familiarity as predictors. The interaction variable of noise and naturalness was added in the 
second model. Again, assumptions were checked. There were no violations found. To check 
the linearity assumption, the scatterplot of the standardized residuals against the standardized 
predicted values was inspected. The scatterplot showed a linear relationship. To check the 
assumption of normality, the histogram was inspected and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was 
conducted. KS-test was not significant D(24) = .10, p = .200, so normality was assumed. 
There were no outliers or influential data points. Table 4 shows the results of the MRA. 
Results showed that the model with noise, naturalness, safety, historical character and 
familiarity as predictors explained a significant amount of variance in restorative potential 
F(5,18) = 100.17, p < .001, R
2 
= .97. Adding the interaction variable to the model did not 
result in a significant increase in explained variance R
2
change < .01, p = .430. Therefore, the 
statistics of model 1 were used. The analysis shows that there is a significant relationship 
between naturalness and restorative potential β = .42, t(18) = 6.39, p < .001. This relationship 
is positive. This confirms hypothesis 1, that restorative potential is higher in natural 
environments than in urban environments. 
 
Table 4. Results of the multiple regression with restoration as dependent variable and the 
spots as units of analysis. 
 Model 1 Model 2 
 β t sig β t sig 
Constant  -2.41 .027  -2.13 .049 
Noise -.17 -2.24 .038 -.18 -2.21 .041 
Naturalness .42 6.39 .000 .43 5.33 .000 
Safety .39 3.90 .001 .38 3.59 .002 
Historical character .17 2.42 .027 .16 1.94 .069 
Familiarity .03 .51 .614 .03 .59 .564 
Noise*naturalness    .02 .37 .717 
 
The effect of noise on restorative potential  
Hypothesis 2 states that restorative potential of an environment will be negatively 
affected by (traffic) noise. To test this hypothesis, the same model was used as with the 
testing of the previous hypothesis (Table 4). The analysis showed that there was a significant 
relation between noise and restorative potential, β = -.17, t(18) = -2.24, p = .038. This 
relationship is negative, which indicates that an increase in noise is paired with a reduction in 
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restorative potential. These findings confirm hypothesis 2, that noise has a negative effect on 
restorative potential. 
The interaction between noise and naturalness 
Hypothesis 3 states that noise has a more detrimental effect on restoration in natural 
environments than in urban environment and that there is an interaction effect of noise and 
naturalness on restorative potential. As noted earlier, each spot on the routes was chosen in 
such a way that it was either relatively natural or relatively urban and either high on noise or 
low on noise. The manipulation checks showed that the a priori classification of the spots in 
groups with different levels of noise and different levels of naturalness, is in line with the 
mean scores of the spots on these variables. 
In order to examine whether there is an interaction between noise and naturalness on 
restorative potential, a MANOVA was carried out with a priori noise (high/low) and a priori 
naturalness (high/low) as the independent variables and restoration as the dependent variable. 
This created a 2x2 design. The results showed a significant interaction effect of noise and 
naturalness, F(1,20) = 12.53, p = .002. However, this interaction effect is in the opposite 
direction of what was expected. In the less natural condition, restorative potential became 
much lower when there was more noise (M= 3.64 and M= 1.71), but in the natural condition, 
noise did not have much effect on restoration (M= 4.34 and M = 4.77). Figure 6 shows the 
interaction effect of noise and naturalness on restorative potential.  
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         Noisy place     Less noisy place 
 
Figure 4. Effects of noise on restorative potential for different levels of naturalness 
.  
However, when testing whether there was an interaction effect of noise and 
naturalness on the mean restorative potential scores of the 24 spots, the results of the MRA, as 
depicted in Table 4, showed that the interaction variable was not a significant predictor of 
restorative potential β = .02, t(18) = .37, p = .717. This indicates that the interaction effect is 
only evident when the scores of the spots on noise and naturalness are clustered into groups 
that score high/low on noise and high/low on naturalness, but not when the real scores are 
used in the analysis. This could be due to the fact that when the clustered scores of the spots 
are used, other factors that influence variations in restorative potential are not taken into 
account. However, it is likely that these factors are present and that they do actually affect 
restoration scores. Another explanation is that the existing variations in naturalness and noise 
are ignored when using the clustered scores. These variations in naturalness and noise also 
influence the restorative potential and ignoring them might lead to slightly misrepresented 
results. Therefore, interpretation has to be done cautiously.  
Safety and restoration 
Hypothesis 4 predicts that safety is necessary for restoration and therefore, that there 
exists a positive relation between safety and restoration. To test this hypothesis, an MRA with 
the same model was used as with hypothesis 1 and 2 (Table 4). Results showed that the model 
with noise, naturalness, safety, historical character and familiarity as predictors explained a 
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significant amount of variance in restorative potential F(5,18) = 100.17, p < .001, R
2 
= .97. 
The analysis showed that safety was a significant predictor of restorative potential, β = .51, 
t(18) = 3.90 p = .001. This relationship is positive, which indicates that an increase in safety 
is paired with an increase in restorative potential. These findings confirm hypothesis 4, that 
safety has a positive effect on restorative potential.
Noise and safety 
Hypothesis 5 predicts that noise has a negative effect on perceived safety and thus, 
that perceived safety will be lower in sections with (traffic) noise than sections with a lower 
level of (traffic) noise. To test this hypothesis, a multiple regression analysis was carried out 
with the mean score on safety of the 24 measuring spots as the dependent variable. Noise was 
included in the model as a predictor. To control for naturalness, familiarity and historical 
character, these variables were also included in the model as predictor. To check whether 
there was an interaction effect of naturalness and noise on safety, the interaction-variable 
added to the model in the second step. Again, assumptions were checked. There were no 
violations found. To check the linearity assumption, the scatterplot of the standardized 
residuals against the standardized predicted values was inspected. The scatterplot showed a 
linear relationship. To check the assumption of normality, the histogram was inspected and a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was conducted. KS-test was not significant, D(24)= .08, p =.200), 
so normality was assumed. There were no outliers or influential data points. Results showed 
that the model with noise, naturalness, historical character and familiarity as predictors 
explained a significant amount of variance in safety, F(4,19) = 20.25, p < .001, R
2 
= .81. 
Adding the interaction-variable to the model did not result in a significant increase in 
explained variance R
2
change = .01, p = .272. Therefore, the statistics of model 1 were used. 
Noise was found to be a significant predictor of safety, β = -.55, t(19) = -4.52 p < .001. This 
finding confirms hypothesis 5, that higher levels of noise result in lower perceived safety. 
Historical character was also found to be a significant predictor of safety, β = .37, t(19) = 2.65 
p = .016. This indicates that historic features have a positive effect on safety. 
To test whether the relation between noise and restorative potential (Hypothesis 2) is 
mediated by safety, another multiple regression analysis with the spots as units of analysis 
was carried out. Noise was included in the model as a predictor, together with naturalness, 
historical character and familiarity and restorative potential was included in the model as the 
dependent variable. In this hierarchical regression analysis, safety was added to the model as a 
predictor at step 2. The results are listed in Table 5. Results showed that the model with noise, 
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naturalness, historical character and familiarity explains a significant amount of variance, 
F(4,19) = 69.52, p < .001, R
2 
= .93. In this model, noise is a significant predictor of restoration 
β = -.39, t(19) = -5.50, p < .001. Adding the safety to the model resulted in a significant 
increase in explained variance R
2
change = .03, p = .001. In this model, noise is still a significant 
predictor of restoration, β = -.17, t(18) = -2.24, p = .038. However, the effect that noise has on 
restorative potential is weaker than in the model without safety. In the second model, safety is 
a significant predictor of restorative potential, β = .39, t(18) = 3.90, p = .001. This indicates 
that the relationship between noise and restoration is partly mediated by safety.  
 
Table 5.MRA investigating the relationship between noise, safety and the dependent variable: 
restorative potential. 
 Model 1 Model 2 
 β t sig β t sig 
Constant  1.75 .096  -2.41 .027 
Noise -.11 -5.50 .000 -.17 -2.24 .038 
Naturalness .50 6.26 .000 .42 6.39 .000 
Historical character .32 3.93 .001 .17 2.42 .027 
Familiarity .10 1.54 .141 .03 .51 .614 
Safety    .39 3.90 .001 
 
Exploratory analyses  
Perceived beauty. Besides the current restorative potential of the Singelpark and the 
effect that noise has on this potential, it might be interesting to learn more about the park in 
terms of appreciation. To investigate how noise, naturalness and safety influence perceived 
beauty of the different spots of the Singelpark, MRA’s with beauty as dependent variable and 
noise, naturalness and safety as predictors were carried out for every spot of the park. To 
control for the effects of historical character, familiarity, weather and temperature, these 
variables were also included in the analyses as predictors. To test whether there is an 
interaction effect between noise and naturalness, the interaction variable of noise and 
naturalness was added to the analysis in the second model. The results of these MRA’s for 
every specific spot are listed in Table 6. 
For every MRA, assumptions were checked. The first assumption is linearity. To 
check this assumption, scatterplots of standardized residuals against the standardized 
predicted values were inspected. For all MRA’s, the scatterplots showed a linear relationship. 
To check the assumption of normality, histograms were inspected and Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
tests were conducted. For most spots, KS-test was not significant, and normality was assumed. 
For spot 3 of Route South and spot 2, 5, 9 and 12 of Route North, KS-test was significant (p 
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< .05) and normality could not be assumed. This is not a concern, because F is robust. The 
third assumption is homoscedasticity. This was also checked with the scatterplots. There were 
a few scatterplots that revealed some “lines”. However, because these MRA’s are just used 
here to explore the data, the analyses were still carried out. The last assumption is that the 
errors are independent of one another. This study was designed in such a way that scores of 
one participant could not be related to scores of another participant.   
Outliers were also checked with each MRA. The MRA for spot 9 of Route North 
revealed that case 78 and 89 were outliers. The Centered Leverage Value of these cases is 
higher than the limit of .54. A closer inspection revealed that these cases have very high 
scores on naturalness, compared to the other participants. In addition, Cook’s distance is 1.68, 
which is larger than the limit of 1. This indicates that the cases are influential data points. 
Therefore, they are excluded from the MRA. Furthermore, a few outliers were found on the 
independent variables and one on the dependent variable (case 88 at spot 12 of Route North). 
However, these cases were no influential data points. Since excluding them from the analysis 
reduces generalizability, they were included in the analysis.  
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The results of the separate regression analyses in Table 6 show that naturalness is a 
significant predictor of beauty for spot 1, 7, 8, 9 and 11 of Route South and for spot 2, 8, 9 
and 12 of Route North. The results of the separate regression analyses of each spot show that 
noise is only a significant predictor of beauty for spot 10 of route South (at a very busy 
intersection). The MRA’s show that safety is a significant predictor of beauty for spot 4, 7 and 
11 of route South and of spot 3 and 4 of route North. Historical character was also found to be 
a significant predictor of beauty for multiple spots. To test what the overall effect of 
naturalness, safety and noise is on the perceived beauty of the different spots of the park, 
another MRA was performed. In this MRA, the mean scores of the different spots on all 
variables were used. Thus, in this analysis, the 24 spots are the units of analysis with mean 
scores on all variables.  
Beauty was included in the MRA as the dependent variable and noise, naturalness and 
safety as the predictors. To control for historical character and familiarity, these variables 
were also included in the model as predictors. Using enter method, the interaction-variable of 
noise and naturalness was added in step 2 as a predictor. First, assumptions were checked. 
KS-test was nonsignificant, D(24) = .16, p =.096),  so normality was assumed. There were no 
signs of nonlinearity or homoscedasticity. Also, no outliers or influential data points were 
found. Results show that the model with noise, naturalness, historical character, safety and 
familiarity explains a significant amount of variance in beauty, F(5,18) = 74.06, p < .001, R
2 
= .95.  Table 7 shows the statistics of the predictors in the regression analysis. Because adding 
the interaction-variable to the model did not result in a significant increase in explained 
variance R
2
change < .01, p = .430, the statistics of model 1 were used.  
 
Table 7. Results of the multiple regression with beauty as dependent variable and the spots as 
units of analysis. 
 β t sig 
Constant  -3.94 .001 
Noise .08 .90 .381 
Naturalness .32 4.20 .001 
Safety .51 4.41 .000 
Historical character .33 3.96 .001 
Familiarity .01 .19 .852 
 
Results indicate that, when the mean scores of the measuring spots are used as units of 
analysis, naturalness, historical character and safety of a spot are significant predictors of 
beauty.  
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An overview of the spots. As it might be desirable to know more about the different 
spots of the park and how they are currently perceived in terms of restorative potential and 
beauty, multiple overviews were created. In this way, landscape architects and other instances 
involved with the development of the park, can gain more insight in which spots might need 
further development or adjustment. This could lead to a better overall experience of the park. 
Table 8 shows the mean scores on restorative potential of the different spots of Route South, 
from highest to lowest. Table 9 shows the mean scores on restorative potential of the different 
spots of Route North, ranked from highest to lowest. 
 
Table 8. Mean scores on restorative potential for each spot on Route South. 
Mean* SD Spot Location Characteristics 
5.45 1.31 7 Plantsoen Natural; relatively large park, grass, trees, water, cage 
with birds and low level of noise 
5.29 1.29 8 Plantsoen Natural; relatively large park, grass, trees, water, 
fountain and low level of noise 
4.72 1.29 4 De Vliet Urban; on a bridge, facing small canal, houses, 
relatively low level of noise 
4.66 1.17 1 Rembrandtpark Relatively natural; small park, grass, few trees and 
busy road nearby. Road not visible but high level of 
noise 
4.60 1.41 6 Plantsoen Natural; park with grass, trees, water but high level of 
noise from road nearby 
4.45 1.49 12 Cemetery Groenesteeg Relatively natural; cemetery with trees and bushes, 
relatively low level of noise 
3.79 1.45 9 Plantsoen Natural; large park with grass, trees and water but high 
level of noise from road right behind participants 
3.29 1.41 3 Doelengracht Urban; houses, canal, low level of noise 
3.18 1.47 11 Utrechtse Veer Urban; canal, houses, small square and low level of 
noise 
1.79 .89 2 Noordeinde Urban; busy road, buildings and high level of noise 
1.57 .81 10 Plantagelaan Urban; busy intersection, buildings, bridge, high level 
of noise 
1.41 .52 5 Jan van Houtkade Urban; busy road, buildings, canal, bridge and high 
level of noise 
*Ranked from highest to lowest, based on answers on a 7 point Likert Scale 
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Table 9. Mean scores on restorative potential for each spot on Route North. 
Mean* SD Spot Location Characteristics 
5.02 1.24 4 Ankerpark Relatively natural; park, grass, trees and relatively low 
level of noise 
4.52 1.21 5 Haven In the harbour; boats, water, urban features and low 
level of noise  
4.50 1.22 11 Molen de Valk Natural; small park, mill, grass and high level of 
traffic noise; road right behind 
4.46 1.09 12 Park de Put Relatively natural; mill, small park, grass and 
relatively high level of noise 
4.19 1.21 7 Huigpark Relatively natural; in a park, grass, cycle track and 
relatively high level of noise 
4.16 1.34 8 Huigpark Natural; in a park, grass and relatively low level of 
noise 
4.12 1.32 1 Katoenpark Natural; very small park, water, grass, trees and 
relatively low level of noise 
3.18 1.23 3 Waardgracht Urban; houses, bridge and low level of noise 
2.93 1.17 10 3e Binnenvestgracht Very urban; in front of a café, cycle tracks, houses and 
relatively low level of noise 
2.09 1.17 6 Ververstraat/Houtmarkt Very urban; on a bridge near a busy road and high 
level of noise 
1.78 .99 2 Oosterkerkstraat Very urban; busy road, buildings, Meelfabriek and 
high level of noise 
1.61 .74 9 Langegracht Very urban; busy road, cycle tracks, buildings and a 
high level of noise 
*Ranked from highest to lowest, based on answers on a 7 point Likert Scale 
 
Results suggest that for both routes, the three spots that score high on noise and low on 
naturalness, are perceived as the least restorative. The same overviews were created for 
beauty. Table 10 shows the mean scores on beauty of the specific spots of Route South, from 
highest to lowest. Table 11 shows the mean scores on beauty of the specific spots of Route 
North, from highest to lowest. Additionally, both tables provide information about the 
characteristics of the spots.  
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Table 10. Mean scores on beauty for each spot on Route South. 
Mean* SD Spot Location Characteristics 
6.24 .75 7 Plantsoen Natural; relatively large park, grass, trees, water, cage 
with birds and low level of noise 
6.24 .74 4 De Vliet Urban; on a bridge, facing small canal, houses, relatively 
low level of noise 
6.16 1.02 8 Plantsoen Natural; relatively large park, grass, trees, water, fountain 
and low level of noise 
5.90 .76 9 Plantsoen Natural; large park with grass, trees and water but high 
level of noise from road right behind participants 
5.57 1.00 6 Plantsoen Natural; park with grass, trees, water but high level of 
noise from road nearby 
5.32 1.08 1 Rembrandtpark Relatively natural; small park, grass, few trees and busy 
road nearby. Road not visible but high level of noise 
5.16 1.52 12 Cemetery 
Groenesteeg 
Relatively natural; cemetery with trees and bushes, 
relatively low level of noise 
4.02 1.55 3 Doelengracht Urban; houses, canal, low level of noise 
3.44 1.42 11 Utrechtse Veer Urban; canal, houses, small square and low level of noise 
2.78 1,34 10 Plantagelaan Urban; busy intersection, buildings, bridge, high level of 
noise 
2.24 1.10 5 Jan van Houtkade Urban; busy road, buildings, canal, bridge and high level 
of noise 
2.32 .91 2 Noordeinde Urban; busy road, buildings and high level of noise 
*Ranked from highest to lowest, based on answers on a 7 point Likert Scale 
 
Table 11. Mean scores on beauty for each spot on Route North. 
Mean* SD Spot Location Characteristics 
5.74 .83 11 Molen de Valk Natural; small park, mill, grass and high level of 
traffic noise; road right behind 
5.48 .89 12 Park de Put Relatively natural; mill, small park, grass and 
relatively high level of noise 
5.42 1.13 5 Haven In the harbour; boats, water, urban features and low 
level of noise  
5.10 1.25 4 Ankerpark Relatively natural; park, grass, trees and relatively 
low level of noise 
5.10 .91 7 Huigpark Relatively natural; in a park, grass, cycle track and 
relatively high level of noise 
5.02 1.06 1 Katoenpark Natural; very small park, water, grass, trees and 
relatively low level of noise 
4.84 1.17 8 Huigpark Natural; in a park, grass and relatively low level of 
noise 
4.58 1.40 3 Waardgracht Urban; houses, bridge and low level of noise 
3.68 1.48 10 3e Binnenvestgracht Very urban; in front of a café, cycle tracks, houses 
and relatively low level of noise 
3.64 1.43 6 Ververstraat/Houtmarkt Very urban; on a bridge near a busy road and high 
level of noise 
2.20 1.26 2 Oosterkerkstraat Very urban; busy road, buildings, Meelfabriek and 
high level of noise 
2.14 1.23 9 Langegracht Very urban; busy road, cycle tracks, buildings and 
a high level of noise 
*Ranked from highest to lowest, based on answers on a 7 point Likert Scale 
Results show that for both routes, the three spots that score high on noise and low on 
naturalness, are rated lowest in terms of beauty. 
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Discussion 
The objective of this research was to examine the restorative potential of the urban and 
natural parts of the Singelpark, in relation to each other and in relation to traffic noise. Also, 
we investigated whether noise had a different effect on restoration for different levels of 
naturalness. We also expected noise to have an influence on safety and safety to have an 
influence on the potential for restoration. To answer these questions, spots that differed on 
level of naturalness and traffic noise were allocated on the route. This allocation was 
validated by a landscape architect. To obtain data about these spots on restorative potential, 
perceived naturalness, perceived noise, perceived noise annoyance and safety, participants 
walked either Route South or Route North and filled in questionnaires that measured these 
variables on each spot. Weather, temperature, historical character and familiarity were also 
included in the analyses, since these factors might also affect the restorative potential of an 
environment. 
 The first analyses investigated the effect of naturalness on restorative potential. When 
focussing on the restoration scores of the participants on the different spots, we found that 
naturalness was a significant predictor of restorative potential for spot 1, 5, 6, 7, 11 and 12 of 
Route South and for spot 2 and 9 of Route North (Table 2). This relationship is positive, 
which indicates that higher levels of naturalness are paired with higher levels of restoration. 
For these spots, the hypothesis that naturalness has a positive effect on restoration, was 
confirmed. Results also showed that naturalness was a significant predictor of the mean score 
on restorative potential of the different spots. This supports the expectation that natural 
environments are more restorative than urban environments. These findings are in line with 
previous research on the positive effects of nature on restoration and with Attention 
Restoration Theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1995). The fact that naturalness was not a significant 
predictor of restorative potential of all specific spots in de separate MRA’s, might be due to 
the design of this study. We used a descriptive design instead of an experimental design. This 
means that there might have been external factors present at these spots that we could not 
control. For example, there are some spots that are frequently used as hang-outs by “tramps”, 
who could have caused some nuisance. These uncontrollable factors could have influenced 
the restorative potential of the spots. 
 The second analysis examined the effect of noise on restorative potential. It was 
expected that noise would have a negative effect on restoration. Results showed that noise 
was a significant predictor of the mean restoration scores of the different spots. The direction 
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of this relationship was negative, which indicates that higher levels of noise were paired with 
a decline in restorative potential. This supports the expectation that noise has a negative effect 
on restorative potential. This fits with the findings of Jahncke, Eriksson and Naula (2015), 
who found that restorative qualities are rated lower when environmental noise is present than 
when no noise or natural noise is present. They found that this is due to the fact that 
fascination decreases when environmental noise is present. The findings of the present study 
and of the study of Jahncke, Eriksson and Naula (2015) are in line with ART (Kaplan & 
Kaplan, 1995). ART states that soft fascination is necessary for restoration. Traffic noise 
might interfere with soft fascination.  
 The third part of the analysis investigated whether there was an interaction effect of 
noise and naturalness on restorative potential. We expected that an incongruence between 
visual and auditory stimuli would result in a strong decrease in evaluations of restoration and 
thus, noise would have a more detrimental effect on restoration in the natural sections of the 
park (because it causes incongruence here) than in the urban sections of the park. The results 
of the regression analyses for each individual spot of the park, showed that the interaction-
variable was a significant predictor of restoration for spot 1 of Route South (in a park very 
close to Noordeinde, a busy road) (Table 2), however in the opposite direction than predicted. 
For this spot, the direction of the relationship was positive, indicating that for higher scores on 
naturalness, higher levels of noise had a positive effect on restoration. This result is in 
contrast to our hypothesis. However, could have been other factors that were present at this 
spot, contributing to this effect on restoration. For example, the spot is relatively natural 
compared to the spot that is located directly after and directly before it. This contrast could 
have caused participants to rate the spot as more natural and, in spite of the high levels of 
noise, still rate it as restorative. For spot 2 (in front of the Meelfabriek, very busy and urban 
spot) and 9 (at the Langegracht, a busy road) of Route North, the interaction between noise 
and naturalness was also a significant predictor of restoration (Table 2). For these spots, the 
direction of the relationship was negative, indicating that when these spots were rated as less 
natural, higher levels of noise resulted in lower levels of restoration. This is in line with our 
expectation. However, we hypothesized that restorative potential in urban environments 
would be less sensitive to noise than in natural environments, so we expected that this effect 
would not be very strong. For the other spots, no significant effect of the interaction-variable 
was found.   
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When we divided noise and naturalness into groups of spots that scored either high or 
low on these variables and compared these groups on restorative potential, a significant 
interaction-effect was found of noise and naturalness on restorative potential. On the less 
natural spots, restorative potential became much lower when traffic noise was present, but on 
the more natural spots, traffic noise did not have much effect on restorative potential (Figure 
4). The results indicate that the effects of noise on restorative potential are less detrimental in 
natural environments than in urban environments. This is in contrast to our hypothesis. 
However, when we used the actual mean scores of the spots on the different variables and 
tested the interaction effect in an MRA, the interaction effect was not a significant predictor 
of restorative potential. This shows that when the actual scores on noise and naturalness of the 
spots are analysed, noise and naturalness do not interact significantly in their effect on 
restoration, but that when spots with different levels of noise and naturalness are distinguished 
and clustered together, a significant interaction effect in contrast to our hypothesis is found. 
When clusters of scores are used, the existing variations in naturalness and noise are ignored. 
These variations, however, contribute to the strength of the effect that these variables have on 
the restorative potential. The fact that these variations are not taken into account, might 
explain the difference between the two analyses.  
The unexpected direction of the interaction effect can be explained by the non-
experimental design of this study. In a non-experimental design, it is not possible to control 
all factors. At the specific spots in this study, multiple factors might have been present, 
collectively leading to certain effects. It is difficult to determine which specific factor has 
caused the effect, because there might have been interplay between the factors and some 
factors might not even have been in the scope of the experimenter, because he might not have 
been aware that the factor is present at that spot. The interaction effect that was found, might 
have been influenced by such uncontrollable factors. Therefore, interpretation of the 
interaction effect has to be done cautiously. 
 The fourth part of the analysis examined the effect of safety on restoration. It was 
expected that an environment that is perceived as safe, would be more restorative than an 
environment that is perceived as unsafe. Results showed that safety was a significant predictor 
of the mean restorative potential scores of the spots in the park and that higher levels of 
perceived safety predicted higher scores on restorative potential. This suggests that safety is 
an important factor for restoration. This is in line with the findings of Andringa and Lanser, 
(2013), who also found that when a situation is perceived as safe, this allows for a restorative 
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mind-state. The findings also fit with theories about the stress-response (Sapolsky, 2004). To 
stop the stress-response and to make the body return to a state of balance, threat has to be 
absent. Perceived safety refers to a perceived absence of threat. 
 The fifth part of the analysis investigated the effect of noise on safety. Noise was 
expected to have a negative effect on safety. Results showed that noise was a significant 
predictor of the mean scores on safety of the spots. The nature of this relation was negative, 
which indicates that higher levels of noise result in lower perceived safety. These findings 
support the hypothesis and are in line with the previous work of Andinga and Lanser (2013). 
According to their model, chaotic sounds, such as loud traffic noises, can be indicators of 
unsafety. The results showed that the relationship between noise and restorative potential is 
partly mediated by safety. This indicates that the negative effect that noise has on restoration 
is partly due to reduced feelings of safety that are caused by traffic noise. However, when 
safety was added to the model, results showed that noise was still a significant predictor of 
restorative potential, so the effect of noise operates partly independent of perceived safety. 
 In the exploratory analyses, the effect of naturalness, noise, safety, historical character, 
familiarity and the interaction-effect of noise and naturalness on perceived beauty of the spots 
was examined. Results showed that naturalness, safety and historical character were 
significant predictors of the mean score on beauty of the spots. The higher the scores on these 
variables, the higher the spots scored on beauty. The separate regression analyses for the spots 
showed that historical character was a significant predictor of beauty for 17 out of the 24 
measuring spots. This suggests that the historical character is one of the qualities that people 
highly appreciate about the Singelpark. The separate regression analyses also showed that the 
interaction variable of noise and naturalness was a significant predictor of beauty for spot 1 of 
Route South (in a park very close to Noordeinde, a busy road) and spot 3 (relatively urban, in 
an alley close to the Meelfabriek) and 11 (looking at a park with relatively much traffic noise) 
of Route North (Table 6). For all these spots, the nature of the relationship was positive, 
which indicates that higher scores on naturalness predicted higher scores on beauty for higher 
scores on noise. These findings are surprising. Spot 1 of Route South and spot 11 of Route 
North are both characterized by a relative high level of naturalness (both in small parks) and 
relatively high levels of noise (a busy road nearby). It could be reasoned that participants who 
perceived the spot as very noisy also rated the environment as more natural, because of the 
contrast between the visual characteristics and the auditory characteristics. This contrast could 
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result in a higher score on beauty. However, given the non-experimental design of this study, 
this finding might also be a confound effect of an unmeasured factor. 
A critical look 
One of the main goals of this study was to examine the effect that naturalness has on 
restoration. Earlier studies have shown that restorative potential is higher in natural 
environments than in urban environments (Kuo & Sullivan, 2001; Hartig et al., 2014). 
Although this study yielded similar results when predicting the mean scores of the spots on 
restorative potential, naturalness was not always found to be a significant predictor of 
restoration when predicting the restorative potential of the separate spots (Table 2). Specially 
for Route North. For Route North, naturalness was a significant predictor of restorative 
potential only for spot 2 and spot 9. For the other spots, naturalness was not a significant 
predictor of restoration. Inspection of the spots shows that spot 2 and spot 9 are both very 
urban; located on a busy road with virtually no natural features. However, for the other spots, 
the character is less distinct. Naturalness was measured by a question that examined to what 
extent participants would describe the environment as built or natural. The fact that 
naturalness was not often found to be a significant predictor of restoration, could be due to the 
formulation of this question. Participants could have interpreted “built” as “human-made”. 
Since all spots on the route are to some extent human-made, even the parks, it would have 
been better to ask to what extent the participants would describe the spots as urban. In this 
way, it might be easier for participants to interpret the question. 
 Another limitation of this study is that it was not possible to keep noise at a constant 
level. For example, during traffic hours, there might have been more traffic noise than for 
participants walking the route in the middle of the day. Another problem with controlling the 
level of noise was that at the moment of data collection, there were ongoing constructions 
along the route of the Singelpark. These constructions caused noise and could therefore have 
influenced the evaluation noise in the Singelpark. Also, they could have influenced the 
evaluations of restoration, beauty, safety and naturalness. It is therefore recommended to 
choose the timing of an eventual follow-up study carefully, so the findings will not be 
influenced by unwanted effects of construction works.  
 Another limitation of this study is that some of the spots that were assessed, will not 
be part of the future Singelpark. The following years, the future planning for the Singelpark 
will be realized. This planning also contains the building of bridges that will connect the parts 
of the park that are now not connected, so the park forms a full circle around the city centre. 
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Then, the Utrechtse Veer and the Langegracht will not be part of the park anymore. However, 
these spots were included in the analysis because they are part of the trail now and could 
influence the evaluation of the other spots on the route.  
Recommendations for the Singelpark 
The findings of this study indicate that restorative potential is higher in natural settings 
than in urban settings. Additionally, this study provides evidence for the negative effect of 
noise on restorative potential. Inspection of the mean scores on restorative potential of the 
spots of Route South (Table 8) shows that indeed, spots that score highest on restorative 
potential (spot 7 and 8; both in the Plantsoen), are spots that are characterized by natural 
features and a low level of noise. Spot 4, at De Vliet, also scores very high on restorative 
potential. However, this spot is characterized by urban features but is also low on noise. Spot 
4 is also characterized by historic features. Results of the regression analysis for spot 4 (Table 
3) showed that historical character is a significant predictor of restorative potential of spot 4. 
This indicates that historical character can also affect restorative potential, also for urban 
spots. For Route North (Table 9), the spot that scores highest on restorative potential was spot 
4 (in the Ankerpark). This spot is also characterized by natural features and low levels of 
noise. The spots that scored lowest on restorative potential for Route South were spot 2 
(Noordeinde), spot 10 (Plantagelaan) and spot 5 (Jan van Houtkade). These spots are all 
characterized by urban features and high levels of noise. The same pattern of results was 
found for Route North. Spot 6 (Ververstraat/Houtmarkt), spot 2 (Oosterkerkstraat) and spot 9 
(Langegracht) scored lowest on restorative potential. These spots are all characterized by 
urban features and high levels of noise. A possible solution for the low restorative potential of 
these spots, can be found in the interaction effect. If the interaction effect that was found is 
valid, noise has a less detrimental effect on restorative potential in natural parts of the park 
than in urban parts of the park. It then would be advisable to make these urban spots with high 
levels of noise more “green”. This could be done by planting trees or bushes or even by 
enriching the spots with flower pots or planters. If the spots are perceived as more natural, the 
negative effect of noise could be diminished and this could result in a higher potential for 
restoration. However, it is important to further investigate the interaction effect before strong 
recommendations can be made.  
 Another recommendation is to lower the speed-limits of the roads in and around the 
park to 30 km/h. This could result in lower levels of noise, and this could benefit restorative 
potential, since the results show that noise is a significant predictor of restorative potential.  
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 This study also examined the effect of naturalness, noise, safety, historical character 
and familiarity on the evaluations of beauty of the specific spots of the Singelpark. Results 
indicate that spots that are perceived as natural, historic and safe are appreciated highest in 
terms of beauty. Indeed, the spots that score high on beauty are spots that are characterized by 
natural features, such as spot 11 and 12 of Route North (Molen de Valk, Park de Put) (Table 
11) and spot 7 of Route South (Plantsoen) and/or historical features, such as spot 4 of Route 
South (De Vliet) (Table 10). The spots that score extremely low on beauty are, for Route 
South, spot 10 (Plantagelaan), spot 5 (Jan van Houtkade) and spot 2 (Noordeinde) (Table 10). 
The spots that score extremely low on beauty are, for Route North, spot 2 (Oosterkerkstraat), 
and spot 9 (Langegracht) (Table 11). These spots are all very urban. It is recommended to 
make these spots more “green” or natural. Because naturalness is a predictor of beauty, 
making the spots appear more natural, could lead to higher evaluations of beauty. This study 
also showed that safety is a predictor of the mean scores on beauty of the different spots and 
that noise is a significant predictor of safety. Therefore, improving perceived safety of these 
spots, might have a positive effect on perceived beauty. This could be realized by lowering 
the speed-limits to 30 km/h. In this way, noise levels might be lower, perceived safety might 
be higher and appreciation in terms of beauty might be higher. 
Directions for future research  
The results of this study are in line with earlier findings that restorative potential is 
higher in natural environments than in urban environments. Also, this study confirms that 
noise has a negative effect on restorative potential. However, our hypothesis about the 
interaction effect was not supported by the results. In fact, we found a significant interaction 
effect that is the opposite of our hypothesis. This finding is in contrast with earlier studies 
about restoration and the effects of noise. For example, Jahncke, Eriksson and Naula (2015) 
found that the linear decline in restoration, as a result of noise, was steeper in the natural 
condition than the urban condition. According to Jahncke, Eriksson and Naula (2015) this 
could be explained by a congruence between visual and auditory stimuli. When these stimuli 
are congruent, for example, natural visual stimuli and nature sounds or quietness, they boost 
evaluations of the environment. In this current study however, we found that the decline in 
restorative potential was steeper in the urban condition than in the natural condition when 
noise was present. This might be due to the non-experimental design of this study. As 
discussed earlier, it is not possible to control all factors in a non-experimental design. There 
might have been other, unmeasured factors that have influenced the interaction effect. It 
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would be interesting to investigate whether our findings could be replicated in an 
experimental study. More specifically, future research could further examine the effect of 
contrasting visual and auditory stimuli on restorative processes. 
Another problem with this field study was that it was not possible to keep noise at a 
constant level. In addition, weather conditions and temperature varied. A field study allows to 
observe more natural behaviours in a real-life setting but has the disadvantage, compared to 
an experimental design, that it also yields unpredictable factors that cannot be controlled for. 
Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether these findings could be replicated in 
an experimental or laboratory study. In this way, the effect of varying levels of noise and 
weather, could be eliminated. Also, other external factors that might influence the results can 
be controlled in this way. 
Conclusion 
The present study provides information about the restorative potential of the area that 
will become Singelpark in Leiden. At this moment, the natural spots of the area provide more 
potential for restoration than the urban spots. The noise coming from the nearby roads, 
negatively affects this restorative potential. Perceived safety also influences the restorative 
potential of the park. The interaction effect of noise and naturalness is not clear-cut in the 
current study, this needs to be addressed in further research. The results confirmed most of 
our hypotheses and yielded recommendations for the further development of the Singelpark. 
This study underlines that, to make the park more restorative, it is important to adjust the 
urban sections to make than more natural or “green” and to take measures to reduce traffic 
noise.  
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Appendixes 
Appendix A: Questionnaire pre-test attentional fatigue  
 
Voel je je in deze gemoedstoestand 
 
      geïrriteerd 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
    niet             mate 
           moe 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
     niet                             mate 
                                 afgemat 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
     niet               mate 
geestelijk uitgeput 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
    niet                mate 
 
 
 
Zou je in deze gemoedstoestand 
 
   een weloverwogen beslissing kunnen nemen 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
    niet                mate 
ergens op kunnen concentreren 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
     niet               mate 
          een moeilijke situatie kunnen overzien 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
niet              mate 
        aandachtig een lang college kunnen volgen 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
niet              mate 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire post-test attentional fatigue  
 
Vragen over je gemoedstoestand: 
           Voel je je in deze gemoedstoestand: 
            moe 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
     niet                             mate 
geestelijk uitgeput 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
    niet                mate 
    Zou je in deze gemoedstoestand: 
     ergens op kunnen concentreren 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
     niet               mate 
        aandachtig een lang college kunnen volgen 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
helemaal       in zeer hoge 
niet              mate 
 
Appendix C: Questionnaire current emotional state pre- and post-test 
Hieronder zie je een aantal woorden die verschillende gevoelens en emoties beschrijven. Lees elk 
woord en geef dan aan in welke mate jij je op dit moment zo voelt. Dit doe op de schaal van 1 
(helemaal niet) tot en met 7 (in zeer hoge mate). 
  
Plezierig 
1             2             3             4            5             6             7 
helemaal                                                                                           in zeer hoge 
niet                                                                                                      mate 
Opgewonden 
1             2             3             4            5             6             7 
helemaal                                                                                           in zeer hoge 
niet                                                                                                      mate 
Verveeld 
1             2             3             4            5             6             7 
helemaal                                                                                           in zeer hoge 
niet                                                                                                      mate 
Opgetogen 
1             2             3             4            5             6             7 
helemaal                                                                                           in zeer hoge 
niet                                                                                                      mate 
Kalm 
1             2             3             4            5             6             7 
helemaal                                                                                           in zeer hoge 
niet                                                                                                      mate 
Gespannen 
1             2             3             4            5             6             7 
helemaal                                                                                           in zeer hoge 
niet                                                                                                      mate 
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Appendix D: Questionnaire for every spot 
 
1. Ik vind deze plek mooi 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
helemaal                     in zeer hoge 
niet                      mate 
 
2. Ik vind het karakter van deze plek… 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
modern                                                           historisch 
 
 
3. In hoeverre zou je deze plek beschrijven als bebouwd of natuurlijk? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
helemaal       helemaal 
bebouwd       natuurlijk 
 
4.  Als ik me langere tijd op deze plek zou bevinden… 
erg                                erg 
onwaarschijnlijk                   waarschijnlijk 
kom ik tot rust    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
krijg ik nieuwe energie   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
5. Op deze plek voel ik me veilig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
helemaal                                                    in zeer hoge 
niet                       mate 
 
6. Vind je dat er tijdens jouw bezoek vandaag op deze plek veel verkeersgeluiden zijn? 
1  2  3  4  5 
heel weinig               weinig                niet zoveel              veel                    heel veel 
 
7. Hoe hinderlijk zijn deze verkeersgeluiden voor jou? 
1   2   3   4  5 
niet hinderlijk    een beetje hinderlijk                hinderlijk                erg hinderlijk           heel erg hinderlijk 
 
 
8. Hoe bekend is deze plek voor jou? 
 
1   2   3   4   5 
Totaal onbekend  onbekend     een beetje bekend                       bekend            zeer goed bekend 
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Appendix E: Description of route South I, including a map of the route  
 
Ga de brug over. Bij de paaltjes aan het einde van de brug begint segment 1. Sla meteen na 
het witte huis rechtsaf, het pleintje op. Het standbeeld van Rembrandt is aan je linkerhand. 
Loop rechtdoor. Bij het witte paaltje eindigt segment 1. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 
1 in. 
 
Aan het begin van het park, bij het bord over de Middeleeuwen aan je rechterhand, begint 
segment 2. Vervolg het pad en neem plaats bij de drie bankjes in het midden van het park. Dit 
is punt 1. Vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 1 in. 
 
Vervolg hierna je weg over het pad en buig met het pad mee af naar links. Segment 2 eindigt 
bij het hek. Ga met je rug naar het hek staan en vul de vragenlijst over segment 2 in. 
Herinnering: het beginpunt van segment 2 was bij het ‘Middeleeuwen’ bord.  
 
Draai je daarna om, zodat je met je gezicht naar de weg staat. Dit is punt 2. Vul hier de 
vragenlijst over punt 2 in.  
 
Steek daarna de weg over en ga via de tunnel onder het gebouw door. Bij het ijzeren hek met 
de struiken begint segment 3. Vervolg het pad tot het restaurant op de hoek: hier eindigt 
segment 3. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 3 in. 
 
Sla bij het restaurant linksaf. Bij de eerste brug aan je rechterhand begint segment 4. Loop 
door naar de tweede brug en ga hier rechtsaf, onder de poort door. Stop bij de (ondergrondse) 
container aan je rechterhand: hier is punt 3. Ga met je rug naar de container staan en vul de 
vragenlijst over punt 3 in. 
 
Loop hierna verder en ga bij de eerste brug links, onder de poort door. Ga vervolgens de 
eerste afslag rechts. Loop nu rechtdoor tot je Café Babbels aan je linkerhand hebt, dit is een 
vrij lang stuk. Bij Café Babbels eindigt segment 4. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 4 in. 
Herinnering: segment 4 begon bij de brug na het restaurantje op de hoek aan het water. 
 
Ga links bij Café Babbels, zodat je het water aan je rechterhand hebt. Hier begint segment 5 
meteen. Loop door tot aan de brug. Ga stilstaan op de brug en kijk de binnenstad in 
(linkerkant op kijken). Dit is punt 4. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 4 in. 
 
Loop vervolgens rechtdoor. Je passeert eetcafé De Vriend steekt de weg over en blijft het 
water aan je rechterhand volgen tot je bij een groot kruispunt komt met Café van Hout aan je 
linkerhand. Hier eindigt segment 5. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 5 in. 
Herinnering: segment 5 begon bij Café Babbels.  
 
Steek hierna over naar “Scooterhome Leiden”. Draai je om zodat je zicht hebt op het 
kruispunt. Dit is punt 5, vul hier de vragenlijst in van punt 5 in. 
 
Steek vervolgens over en loop het park in. Hier begint segment 6. Hou het water aan je 
rechterhand en loop naar het pad vlak langs het water. Neem plaats op het eerste bankje aan je 
linkerhand. Dit is punt 6. Vul hier de vragenlijst in over punt 6. 
Vervolg hierna je weg over het pad langs het water. Stop bij de vogelkooi. Zorg dat je goed 
zicht hebt op de rest van het park en het water. Dit is punt 7. Vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 
7 in. 
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Loop hierna rechtdoor over het pad langs het water tot de ronde vijver met fontein. Neem 
plaats op het bankje dat uitkijkt op de fontein, met daarachter het water van de singel. Dit is 
punt 8. Vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 8 in. 
 
Loop door tot de grote weg je pad kruist. Hier staat een bankje. Neem plaats op het bankje, je 
zit met je rug naar de weg. Dit is punt 9. Vul hier de vragenlijst in over punt 9.  
 
Hier eindigt tevens segment 6. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 6 in. 
Herinnering: segment 6 begon op het moment dat je het park inliep.  
 
Hierna begint segment 7. Vervolg je weg langs het water: de drukke weg loopt nu aan je 
linkerhand en het water aan je rechterhand. Steek over bij de het tweede zebrapad aan je 
linkerhand. Dit is bij de brug met groene spijlen. Steek nogmaals links het zebrapad over. Dit 
is punt 10. Zorg dat je zicht hebt op het kruispunt. Vul hier de vragenlijst in over punt 10. 
 
Vervolg je weg naar rechts, richting de groene ophaalbrug. Sla de eerste linksaf, de Utrechtse 
Veer in. Loop door tot je aan je linkerhand een pleintje ziet. Bij dit pleintje is punt 11. Ga op 
een van de bankjes zitten zodat je met je rug naar het water zit. Vul hier de vragenlijst over 
punt 11 in. 
 
Vervolg je weg en ga bij de eerste brug rechts. Ga na de brug meteen weer rechts. Loop nu 
rechtdoor tot je niet verder kunt en ga daar links. Ga daarna de eerste rechts. Bij de rood/witte 
paaltjes naast het sportbedrijf (nr. 107) eindigt segment 7. Vul hier de vragenlijst over 
segment 7 in.  
Herinnering: segment 7 begon na het grote park, net voor dat drukke kruispunt met die 
zebrapaden en de brug met de groene spijlen.  
 
Loop rechtdoor tot aan het hek. Hier begint segment 8. Loop de begraafplaats op (voorbij het 
huis) en ga het eerste witte grindpad links (bij de grote boom). Neem plaats op het bankje aan 
het eind. Dit is punt 12. Vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 12 in. 
 
Sta op van het bankje en vervolg je weg over het grindpad naar links. Je komt op een pleintje 
van grind met bankjes. Hier eindigt segment 8. Vul de vragenlijsten over segment 8 in. Vul 
vervolgens ook de vragenlijsten over de totale route en je gemoedstoestand in. 
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Appendix F: Description of route South II, including a map of the route 
Het moment dat je weg loopt bij de onderzoeker begint segment 1. Loop rechts over het 
grindpaadje en neem plaats op het bankje. Dit is punt 1. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 1 in. 
 
Vervolg je weg verder over het grindpad (vanaf het bankje rechtdoor, niet naar rechts) en sla 
bij de eerste mogelijkheid rechtsaf. Bij het hek (oprit begraafplaats) eindigt segment 1. Vul 
nu de vragenlijst over segment 1 in. 
 
Loop richting de rood/witte paaltjes aan de linkerzijde naast het sportbedrijf (nr. 107). Hier 
begint segment 2. Sla de eerste linksaf. Ga rechtdoor tot je niet meer verder kunt en sla dan 
rechtsaf. Ga de eerste brug aan je linkerhand het water over en sla meteen weer linksaf (de 
Utrechtse Veer in). Aan je rechterhand zal je een pleintje tegenkomen. Dit pleintje is punt 2. 
Neem plaats op een bankje met je rug naar het water en vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 2 in. 
 
Vervolg je weg rechtdoor met aan je linkerhand het water totdat je bij een kruispunt komt met 
aan je linkerhand een groene ophaalbrug. Ga hier rechtsaf. Nu volgt een druk kruispunt met 
stoplichten. Bij dit kruispunt ligt punt 3. Zorg dat je zicht hebt op dit kruispunt. Vul nu de 
vragenlijst over punt 3 in. 
 
Sla nu rechtsaf en steek het eerste zebrapad aan je linkerhand over. Loop over de stoep totdat 
je aan je linkerhand een bankje ziet staan dat richting het park (Het Plantsoen) kijkt. Net voor 
het bankje eindigt segment 2. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 2 in. 
Herinnering: segment 2 begon vlak na de begraafplaats. 
 
Neem plaats op het bankje met je rug naar de weg en je gezicht naar het park. Hier begint 
segment 3. Tevens is dit punt 4. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 4 in. 
 
Vervolg je weg door het park. Houd het water zo dicht mogelijk aan je linkerhand. Op een 
gegeven moment kom je een ronde vijver tegen met een fontein en bankjes hier omheen. Dit 
is punt 5. Neem plaats op een van deze bankjes die zicht heeft op de fontein met daarachter 
het water van de singel en vul de vragenlijst in over punt 5. 
 
Vervolg je weg met het water aan je linkerhand. Op een gegeven moment kom je een 
vogelkooi tegen. Draai je hier om richting het pad waar je net vandaan komt. Je hebt nu zicht 
op het park en het water aan de rechterkant. Dit is punt 6. Vul nu de vragenlijst in over punt 6. 
 
Draai je weer om en loop verder langs de vogelkooi en ga met de bocht mee naar rechts. Net 
voordat je uit het park loopt en zicht hebt op een fietsbrug recht voor je, heb je een bankje aan 
je rechterhand. Neem plaats op dit bankje. Dit is punt 7. Vul hier de vragenlijst in over punt 7. 
 
Vervolg je weg over het pad en loop door tot je bij een kruispunt komt. Net voordat je het 
park uitloopt eindigt segment 3. Vul nu de vragenlijst in over segment 3. 
Herinnering: segment 3 begon bij het bankje aan het begin van het Plantsoen. 
 
Steek nu over en loop richting “Scooterhome Leiden”. Draai je om zodat je zicht hebt op het 
kruispunt. Dit is punt 8. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 8 in.  
 
Steek nu nogmaals over en loop richting Café van Hout. Bij dit café begint segment 4. Loop 
rechtdoor de straat in (Jan van Houtkade). Loop voorbij café De Vriend aan je rechterhand en 
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vervolg je weg rechtdoor. Loop door tot je op een bruggetje met witte railing staat (De Korte 
Vlietbrug). Dit is punt 9. Ga met je gezicht richting de binnenstad staan en vul de vragenlijst 
in over punt 9.  
 
Vervolg je weg totdat je Café Babbels aan je rechterhand hebt. Hier eindigt segment 4. Vul 
nu de vragenlijst over segment 4 in.  
Herinnering: segment 4 begon bij Café van Hout. 
 
Sla nu rechtsaf. Hier begint segment 5. Loop rechtdoor, nog voorbij de Hortus Botanicus 
Leiden. Sla linksaf de Doelensteeg in en loop de brug over (onder de poort door). Sta nu 
meteen af naar rechts en vervolg je weg rechtdoor. Aan je linkerhand zal je op een gegeven 
moment een (ondergrondse) container tegenkomen. Ga met je rug naar de container staan. Dit 
is punt 10. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 10 in. 
 
Vervolg je weg rechtdoor. Je loopt nu weer een brug over en onder een poort door. Sla 
meteen linksaf. Loop rechtdoor tot je aan je linkerhand de eerstvolgende brug hebt. Hier 
eindigt segment 5. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 5 in.  
Herinnering: segment 5 begon nadat je afsloeg bij Café Babbels. 
 
Loop nu rechtdoor naar het restaurant op de hoek. Loop verder (het terras op) tot je alleen nog 
maar af kunt slaan naar rechts. Hier begint segment 6. Loop rechtdoor en stop bij een haag 
van struiken, aan het einde van het grasveld (vlak voor een parkeerplaatsje). Hier eindigt 
segment 6. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 6 in. 
 
Loop rechtdoor onder de tunnel door en steek de weg (schuin rechts) over. Je staat nu bij een 
hek met zicht op een parkje. Draai je even om zodat je op de drukke weg kijkt en je rug naar 
het park gekeerd is. Dit is punt 11. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 11 in.  
 
Draai je weer om richting het park. Hier begint segment 7. In het midden van het parkje zie 
je op het grasveld drie bankjes staan. Neem plaats op een van deze bankjes. Je bent nu op 
punt 12. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 12 in.  
 
Loop verder over het pad met het water aan je linkerhand. Buig met het pad mee naar rechts. 
Hier stopt het gras en heb je een bord over “Middeleeuwen” aan je linkerhand. Hier eindigt 
segment 7. Vul nu de vragenlijst in over segment 7.  
Herinnering: segment 7 begon aan het begin van het parkje, vlak nadat je was overgestoken. 
 
Vervolg je weg richting het Rembrandt plein. Je komt al snel langs een wit paaltje. Hier 
begint segment 8. Loop rechtdoor met aan je rechterhand het standbeeld van Rembrandt. Sta 
linksaf. Je ziet nu een brug voor je en je hebt nu het Rembrandthuis aan je linkerhand. Hier 
eindigt segment 8. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 8 in.  
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Appendix G: Description of route North I, including a map of the route 
Loop de begraafplaats af en ga na de brug meteen rechtsaf. Bij de eerstvolgende brug aan je 
rechterhand begint segment 1. Ga deze brug over en volg het pad. Stop bij de bankjes aan je 
linkerhand: dit is punt 1. Neem plaats op de bankjes en vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 1 in.  
 
Vervolg je weg over het pad. Aan het einde van dit pad (voor de meelfabriek) eindigt 
segment 1. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 1 in.  
 
Steek de weg over. Hier begint segment 2. Ga voor de meelfabriek naar links. Punt 2 bevindt 
zich ter hoogte van het zebrapad. Kijk recht voor je de straat in. Vul hier de vragenlijst over 
punt 2 in. 
 
Vervolg je weg en ga de eerste rechts. Het water is nu aan je rechterhand (Waardgracht) en 
aan je linkerhand zijn huizen. Loop door tot de tweede brug aan je rechterhand. Dit is punt 3. 
Ga op deze brug staan en kijk in de richting van waar je vandaan kwam. Vul hier de 
vragenlijst over punt 3 in. 
 
Ga de brug over. Loop rechtdoor en ga aan het einde van de weg naar rechts. Bij de eerste 
brug aan je linkerhand eindigt segment 2. Vul hier de vragenlijst in. 
Herinnering: segment 2 begon bij de Meelfabriek.  
 
Ga de brug over. Loop het pad op en ga met de bocht mee naar links. Bij de eerst volgende 
splitsing van de paadjes begint segment 3. Volg het pad langs het water. Loop voorbij de 
kanonnen. Hierna kom je bij een stuk grasveld met goals erop, een soort voetbalveldje. Dit is 
punt 4. Ga met je gezicht richting het voetbalveldje staan en vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 
4 in.  
 
Vervolg je weg. Net voor de eerste brug aan je rechterhand eindigt segment 3. Vul hier de 
vragenlijst over segment 3 in.  
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Herinnering: segment 3 begon bij de splitsing van de grindpaadjes.  
 
Ga de brug over en ga rechtsaf (de Binnenoostsingel). Hier begint segment 4. Vervolg je weg 
met de haven aan je rechterhand. Ga bij de eerste brug rechtsaf het water over. Ga na de brug 
meteen weer rechts. Het water/de haven bevindt zich nu aan je rechterhand. Ter hoogte van 
het restaurant Lot & De Walvis is punt 5. Draai je om zodat je met je gezicht richting de 
haven staan. Vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 5 in.  
 
Hier eindigt ook segment 4. Vul de vragenlijst over segment 4 in.  
Herinnering: segment 4 begon nadat je de brug over was gelopen, na het parkje met het 
voetbalveldje.  
 
Draai je nu weer om en loop door richting de poort. Vlak voor de poort begint segment 5. Sla 
vlak voor de poort linksaf, het grindpad op. Volg het pad, het water is aan je linkerhand. 
Segment 5 eindigt bij de rode/bruine brug. Vul voor deze brug de vragenlijst over segment 5 
in.  
 
Na de brug begint segment 6. Volg het pad. Segment 6 eindigt bij het basketbal pleintje. Vul 
hier de vragenlijst over segment 6 in.  
 
Volg het pad, het water is rechts van je. Segment 7 begint bij de autoweg. Sla zodra je bij 
deze weg komt af naar links. Ga bij de eerste brug rechts. Op deze brug is punt 6. Ga op zo’n 
manier staan dat je richting de weg kijkt waar je net vandaan komt. Vul hier de vragenlijst 
over punt 6 in.  
 
Ga meteen na de brug naar rechts, de Houtmarkt in. Ga aan het einde met de bocht mee naar 
links. Dit is het eind van segment 7. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 7 in. 
Herinnering: segment 7 begon bij de autoweg, net nadat je het basketbal veldje bent 
gepasseerd.  
 
Ga rechts het voetpad/paadje langs het water op. Dit is het begin van segment 8. Bij de 
picknicktafel is punt 7. Neem plaats op deze picknicktafel met zicht op het water en het park 
en vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 7 in.  
 
Ga hierna het grindpad op met het water aan je rechterhand. Je komt bij een fietspad met aan 
je rechterkant een brug (met sleutels erop). Ga hier naar links. Je ziet nu een soort grote 
stenen/rotsblokken op het grasveld schuin links voor je. Bij deze blokken ligt punt 8. Ga op 
zo’n manier staan/zitten dat je het park in kijkt (richting de hoge toren). Vul nu de vragenlijst 
over punt 8 in.  
 
Loop nu verder, over het voetpad, richting de grote schoorsteen in de verte. Segment 8 
eindigt bij de witte brug aan de rechterkant en SmallSteps aan je linkerkant. Dit is tevens het 
einde van het voetpad. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 8 in. 
Herinnering: segment 8 begon net voor de picknicktafel.  
 
Loop langs SmallSteps en ga naar rechts. De grote weg is aan je linkerhand nu. Hier begint 
segment 9. Loop rechtdoor tot je blauwe hekken aan je rechterhand hebt. Hier is punt 9. Ga 
met je gezicht richting de grote weg staan en vul hier de vragenlijsten over punt 9 in.  
 
Vervolg je weg. Ga bij de Reinevestesteeg naar rechts. Ga de eerste links en daarna de eerste 
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rechts. Voor Café Re-Spons bevindt zich punt 10. Zorg dat je met je gezicht richting de twee 
bruggen staat (‘heen’ en ‘weer’ borden) en vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 10 in. 
 
Ga links, de brug over (níét de brug met “heen” en “weer” erboven). Ga na de brug meteen 
naar rechts en daarna meteen naar links. Het water is nu weer aan je rechterhand. Vervolg je 
weg met het water aan je rechterhand en op gegeven moment de molen aan je linkerhand. Net 
voor de eerstvolgende brug eindigt segment 9. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 9 in. 
Herinnering: segment 9 begon bij Smallsteps, aan het einde van het park met de rotsblokken 
in het gras.  
 
Steek over bij het zebrapad (dus niet de brug over). Je loopt nu een park in met de molen aan 
je linkerhand. Hier begint segment 10. Hier is tevens punt 11. Vul de vragenlijst over punt 
11 in terwijl je met je gezicht naar het park staat (met je rug naar de weg). 
 
Loop verder. Bij Café Restaurant De Valk eindigt segment 10. Vul hier de vragenlijst over 
segment 10 in.   
Herinnering: segment 10 begon bij het begin van dit park, vlak bij de molen.  
 
Vervolg je weg langs het water en steek over richting het Volkenmuseum. Als je het terrein 
van het Volkenmuseum inloopt, begint segment 11. Loop door en houd het water aan je 
rechterhand. Loop door tot de Morspoort. Als je de Morspoort aan je linkerhand en de brug 
aan je rechterhand hebt, loop je rechtdoor een paadje op, richting de molen. Met zicht op het 
parkje vul je de vragenlijst over punt 12 in.  
 
Bij de molen eindigt segment 11. Vul hier de vragenlijst over segment 11 in.  
Herinnering: segment 11 begon bij de entree van het Volkenmuseum.  
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Appendix H: Description of route North II, including a map of the route 
 
Op het moment dat je wegloopt bij de onderzoeker begint segment 1. Loop vanaf de molen 
naar links, door het parkje. Loop over het linker pad, met het water aan je linkerhand.  
Voordat je langs een gebouw loopt (bij een wit hekje) draai je je om met je gezicht richting 
het park. Dit is punt 1. Vul nu de vragenlijst in over punt 1.  
 
Draai je weer om en loop rechtdoor richting het Volkenmuseum. Je komt langs een brug aan 
je linkerhand en de Morspoort aan je rechterhand. Loop het terrein van het Volkenmuseum op. 
Blijf je weg langs het water volgen. Het water blijft aan je linkerhand. Het moment dat je het 
terrein van het Volkenmuseum afloopt en café Abel aan je linkerhand hebt, eindigt segment 
1. Vul nu de vragenlijst in over segment 1.  
Herinnering: segment 1 begon toen je weg liep bij de onderzoeker, bij de molen. 
 
Steek de weg schuin naar links over en loop links van café Van Der Werff het pad op. Aan je 
rechterhand kom je Café Restaurant De Valk tegen. Hier begint segment 2.  
Vervolg je weg via het pad dat langs het water loopt en naar links afbuigt. Loop via de 
linkerkant langs de molen, zodat het water vlak naast je blijft. Zodra je bij een oversteekplaats 
en een zebrapad komt draai je je om met je gezicht richting het park. Dit is punt 2. Vul nu de 
vragenlijst over punt 2 in.  
 
Hier eindigt tevens segment 2. Vul nu (terwijl je met je gezicht naar het park staat) de 
vragenlijst over segment 2 in. 
Herinnering: segment 2 begon bij Café Restaurant De Valk. 
 
Draai je weer om en steek het zebrapad over. Zodra je bent overgestoken begint segment 3. 
Sla rechtsaf en loop over de parkeerplaats. Ga linksaf de eerstvolgende straat in. Je hebt nu 
het water aan je linkerhand en huizen aan je rechterhand. Ga met de bocht mee naar rechts en 
meteen links de brug over. Ga voor Café Re-Spons staan, met je rug naar het café. Dit is punt 
3. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 3 in. 
 
Draai je weer om, zodat je met je gezicht richting Café Re-Spons staat. Loop nu rechts langs 
het café de 3
e
 Binnenvestgracht in. Ga de eerste rechts en dan de eerste links (vlak voor een 
groot gebouw met blauwe kozijnen). Loop over de stoep met de autoweg aan je rechterhand. 
Loop voorbij het bedrijf ‘De Sleutels’. Stop als je aan je linkerhand blauwe hekken tegenkomt. 
Blijf staan met deze hekken aan je linkerzijde. Dit is punt 4. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 4 
in.  
 
Vervolg je weg rechtdoor. Sla de eerste linksaf de Tweelingstraat in. Hier eindigt segment 3. 
Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 3 in. 
Herinnering: segment 3 begon vlak na het oversteken bij de molen, toen je de parkeerplaats 
op liep. 
 
Je loopt onder de glazen “brug” door, richting het water, tot je bij een witte brug komt. Ga 
vlak voor deze brug rechtsaf. Nu begint segment 4. Volg het pad langs het water tot een 
basketbalveld ziet waar wat grote stenen/rotsblokken voor liggen. Bij deze stenen is punt 5. 
Blijf even staan met je rug naar het basketbalveldje. Vul hier de vragenlijst over punt 5 in.  
 
Vervolg je weg richting de brug met sleutels erop. Ga deze brug niet over maar sla rechtsaf. 
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Loop over het paadje en hou het water aan je linkerhand. Aan je linkerhand kom je nu een 
picknicktafel tegen. Blijf hier even staan en draai je naar links (met je gezicht naar het water). 
Dit is punt 6. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 6 in.  
 
Vervolg je weg met het water aan je linkerhand. Voordat je de straat bereikt, (Houtmarkt) 
eindigt segment 4. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 4 in.  
Herinnering: segment 4 begon toen je het pad naast het water op liep, vlak na de witte brug.  
 
Loop rechtdoor de straat in en hou het water aan je linkerhand, hier begint segment 5. Je 
komt nu weer bij een autoweg. Sla linksaf en loop de brug op. Dit is punt 7. Ga met je rug 
naar de weg staan (en je gezicht naar het water) en vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 7 in.  
 
Sla na de brug meteen linksaf (Oude Herengracht). Ga de eerste rechts (De Bleek in). Zodra je 
rechtsaf slaat eindigt segment 5. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 5 in. 
Herinnering: segment 5 begon bij de Houtmarkt, vlak na het park. 
 
Zodra je De Bleek in bent geslagen, begint segment 6. Loop rechtdoor over het pad langs de 
bomen. Bij de bruine brug aan het eind van het pad, eindigt segment 6. Vul nu de vragenlijst 
in over segment 6. 
 
Segment 7 begint na de brug. Loop het grindpad op en ga met de weg mee naar rechts. Houd 
het water aan je rechterhand. Aan je linkerhand zal je een grote toren zien. Bij deze toren 
eindigt segment 7. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 7 in. 
 
Sla rechtsaf en loop rechtdoor tot je bij restaurant Lot & De Walvis komt. Zodra je dit 
restaurant aan je linkerhand hebt en op de haven kijkt, ben je bij punt 8. Vul nu de vragenlijst 
over punt 8 in. 
 
Hier begint tevens segment 8. Loop rechtdoor met de haven aan je linkerhand. Ga de eerste 
brug links het water over en ga meteen weer links, nog een keer het water over. Je hebt de 
haven nu weer aan je linkerhand. Loop helemaal rechtdoor over de Havenkade tot je niet 
verder kunt en ga met de bocht mee naar rechts. Op deze hoek eindigt segment 8. Vul nu de 
vragenlijst over segment 8 in.  
Herinnering: segment 8 begon naast Lot & De Walvis. 
 
Vervolg je weg. Aan het einde van de Binnenoostsingel zie je aan je linkerhand een brug. Ga 
de brug over. Zodra je het park inloopt begint segment 9. Sla de eerste linksaf en hou het 
water aan je linkerhand. Je komt al snel aan je rechterhand een voetbalveldje tegen. Ga met je 
gezicht richting dit voetbalveldje staan. Dit is punt 9. Vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 9 in.  
 
Vervolg je weg langs de kanonnen en blijf het water aan je linkerhand houden. Op een 
gegeven moment kom je bij een splitsing van het pad. Hier eindigt segment 9. Vul nu de 
vragenlijst over segment 9 in.  
Herinnering: segment 9 begon toen je de brug over liep, het park in. 
 
Sla bij de splitsing niet rechtsaf, maar blijf je weg langs het water vervolgen, richting de 
fabriek. Ga met het pad mee naar rechts. Ga de brug over en sla meteen af naar rechts. Nu 
begint segment 10. Loop rechtdoor en ga met de weg mee naar links. De eerste brug die je 
overloopt is punt 10. Draai je naar rechts en vul nu de vragenlijst over punt 10 in. 
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Draai je weer terug. Sla meteen na deze brug linksaf (de Waardgracht) met het water aan je 
linkerhand. Je komt nu bij een autoweg. Sla linksaf richting de Meelfabriek. Zodra je een 
zebrapad tegenkomt ben je bij punt 11. Ga met je rug naar de fabriek staan en vul nu de 
vragenlijst over punt 11 in. 
 
Loop nog een klein stukje rechtdoor. Nu is de ingang van de Meelfabriek aan je linkerhand. 
Hier eindigt segment 10. Vul nu de vragenlijst over segment 10 in. 
Herinnering: segment 10 begon toen je het park uit liep (over het bruggetje) en rechtsaf sloeg.  
 
Recht tegenover de ingang van de Meelfabriek (met zwart-witte vlaggen) kun je een paadje 
inlopen. Ga hierheen. Nu begint segment 11. Loop rechtdoor tot je bankjes tegen komt aan je 
rechterhand. Dit is punt 12. Neem plaats op de bankjes en vul de vragenlijst over punt 12 in 
 
Loop nu verder. Zodra je de brug tegenkomt, eindigt segment 11. Vul nu de vragenlijst over 
segment 11 in.  Vul ook de vragenlijst in over de totale gelopen route en je gemoedstoestand.  
Herinnering: segment 11 begon toen je overstak en het parkje in liep. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
